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2 The point total for each group and tier in the proposed outline must match 

that specified in the table. The final point total for each group and tier may 

deviate by *I from that specified in the table based on NRC revisions. The 

final exam must total 100 points. 

3 Select topics from many systems; avoid selecting more than two or three WA 

topics from a given system unless thep relate to plant-specific priorities. 

4 Systems/evolutions within each yroup are identified on the associated outline 

5 The shaded areas are not applicable to the categoryher. 

6* The generic WAS in Tiers 1 and 2 shall be selected from Section 2 of the WA 

Catalog, but the topics must be relevant to the applicable evolution or system. 

7 On the followiny pages, enter the KIA numbers, a brief description of each 

topic, the topics' importance ratings for the SRO license level, and the point 

tatals for each system and category. WAS below 2.5 should be justified on 

the basis of plant-specific priorities. Enter the tier totals for each category in 

the table above. 
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1 Pt(s) The NCPs are limited to 3 consecutive starts in k-ny 2-hour period. There is 
an additiona1 requirement of a minimum idle period of30 minutes behveen 
restarts. What is the reason for these limitations? 

A. This restriction assures that the oil temperature wiU decrease to 
design specifications between restart attempts. 

€3. This restriction prevents overheating the niotor windings due to 
high starting currents. 

@. This restriction allows the NCP seals to fully reseat between 
NCP oil lift pump cycles. 

D. This restriction ensures that natural circulation is reestablished 
between starts to prevent a cold-water addition accident. 

i 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is respondiiig to a feed line break inside containment. Given the 
following events and conditions: 

e 

e 

e 

Complcted EP/liA/5000/E-O (Reactor Trip or Sa&v Injection) 
Entering EI’il/A’5OOOZ-1 (Loss of Recictor or Secondary Coolunt) 
The STA reported the following valid Critical Safety Functions: 
e Subcriticality - yellow path 
e Containment Pressure - orange path 
e Heat Sink - orange path 
e All other CSFs are green or yellow 

Which one of the following statements correctly describes the proper 
procedure flow path? 

A. 

R. 

Remain in E-B (Loss ofReacior or S ~ C O E ~ ~ Z I Y  Coolant) 

Transition immediately to FR-S.2 (Response to Loss ofcore 
Shutdown) 

Transition immediately to FR-ZB (Response 10 If@$ 
Containmesat Pressure) 

Tramitionn immediately to PR-11.1 ( R ~ S ~ O F Z S ~  to b s s  of 
S@condaty Ifeat Si&} 

C. 

D. 

Ques-967.dcc 



1 Pt(s) Following a Small Break LQCA inside containment the following 
conditions exist: 

e 

e 

e 

e 

Containment Temperature is 145 degrees F. 

Containment Pressure is 3.2 psig 

Reactor Coolant temperature is 500 degrees F. 

Lower Containment humidity is 100% 

Adverse Containment Conditions are detemincd by: 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Cslcaatatiaag the containment saturation pressure. 

The operator taking into account the containment temperature. 

The operator through the use of containment pressure. 

The saturation temperature of the Reactor Coolant System 
versus containment pressure. 

_s________s____~_______________I________~~------- 



I Pt(s) Unit 2 has experienced a load rejection from 100% R.T.P. due to the trip of 
the “2A” FWPT. As a result of the transient the following conditions exist: 

E 

e 

e 

Pressurizer level is greater than setpoint 

2NV-23% (Charging Line Flow C‘oiztroi) is closing 

NC pump seal injection is 4 gppm per pump 

Which one ofthe following statements correctly describes the required 
operator action to restore adequate and proper KC pump sed1 injection 
flo Wdte’? 

A. 

B. Close 2NV-248 

C. 

D. 

Open 2NV-241 (Seal Iij- Flow Coittroo 

Close 2NV-238 while opening 2NV-241. 

Open 2NV-238 whik opening 2Mv-241. 

Ques-971 .doc 
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1 Pt(s) h i t  1 is heating up in Modc 4 with NCS temperature at 230'F. 

Which one of the following conditions would violate containment integrity 
if the condition existed for 42 hours in the cment mode? 

A. 

B. 

IKF-122 (Fuei Tramfir Tube) is known to be leaking by its seat. 

1 W-253A (RO Non ESS Sup Conf h i &  Isok) failed iis strokc- 
timing test, but can be closed from the control room. 

BKC-429B (Rv Oldg Drain Hdr Cont Inside h i )  power supply 
has failed, and is closed. 

Cl. 

D. IVQ-lA (Conb Air RePInside Is04 has its air supply removed 
and has failed closed. 

QUE-034. Ldoc 
b 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 was conducting a reactor startup folIowi& a refueling outage. Given 
the following conditions during the reactor startup: 

~ - 3 1  indicates ~ 1 x 1 0 '  cps 
N-32 indicates 2.0x104 cps 
N-35 indicates 5.5~10." amps 
N-36 indicates 1 . 0 ~ 1 0 - : ~  an~ps 
Rods are in manual with no rod motion 
SR and IR hns arc slowly increasing 
T,,, is holding steady 

= 

Which one of the following best explains the indications'? 

A. N-35 compensating voltage is set too high 

B. N-35 compensating voltage is set too BOW 
C. N-36 compensating voltage is set too high 

D. N-36 compensating voltage is set too Bow 

Ques-037.2.doc 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 was responding in E-1 (I,oss nfh'eactor dr Secondap Coolant) to 
small break LOCA. 

Given the following parameters at the indicated times: 

Parameter 
NCS pressure @sig) 
Core exit T/C temp (OF) 
'r a,p cw 
That C'F) 
Tco~ ('VI 
Pressurizer level (%I 
Containment pressure (psi@ 

- 0200 
1500 
576 
567 
570 
563 
10% 
0.7 

- 0205 
1550 
584 
569 
574 
564 
19% 
0.9 

0210 
1600 
586 
572 
578 
566 
28% 
1.1 

- 

CA flow to all 4 S/Gs exceeds 450 gpm from 0200 to 0210 

What is the earliest time (if any) when adequate subcooling exist such that 
the operators can transition to ES-1.1 (Sqfety Injection Termination)? 

REFERENCES PRO ITQEQ 

A. Transition to ES-1.8 at 2 0 0  

B. Transition to ES-1.1 at 205 

C:. Transition to ES-1.1 at 210 

Ques-093.l.doc 



I PC(S) A worker is preparing to enter a ‘High Radiation Area’ to work on a valve in 
the reactor building. During the pre-job briefing, RP states that the expected 
whale body radiation levels are as follows: 

s 

* 
* 

How should the area around the valve be classified? 

Dose rate in the center of the room = 100 mrernh 
Dose rate 18 inches h m  valve = 200 me& 
Contact reading = 1 100 mrerni’hr 

A. The room is a ‘Radiation Area’; the valve is a HOT SPOT 

B. The room is a ‘High Radiation .4rea’; valve is NOT a HOT 
SPOT 

Ques-125. Ldee 
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1 Pt(s) Today, you are directed to complete a valve lineup on Unit lin accordance 
with enclosure 4.10 to OPll/A~6200!005, ,S;iTI-'"tzt Fuel Cooling System. The 
controlled c.opy of the procedure has a restri ted change noted for valve 
1KF-145. ?'his nomially open valve has been locked open in accordancc 
with a special order that remains in effect until October 1". 

Which one of the following statements describes the correct action needed to 
validate your working copy of the procedure'? (Your copy of the procedure 
is in other respects identical to the controlled copy.) 

A. Repiace your working copy with sn ~pdatepl procedure printed 
from the NEDL system. 

Annotate the working copy with a pen and ink change for the 
va%ve position for BKF-145; change to "Locked Open", annotate 
the restricted change number and initial the change. 

Annotaate the working copy with just the restricted change 
number (as a cross reference) next t~ the 1H7--145 Bine item, and 
initial the change. 

Use the working copy as is since restricted changes ofthis nature 
are not required to he written into working copies. 

€3. 

C. 

D. 

_1_____________-_-____s_ss______________--------------- 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 was operating at 100% power when a total loss of feedwater 
occurred. The operators reached Step 7 of FR-II. 1 (Response to Loss of 
Secotidury Heat Sink), which attempts to establish CA flow to at least one 
S/G. Sub-step 7.k states: 

Main ain feedflow rate k 5 5  than or equal to 100 
GPM until S/G WR level i5 greater than 12% (1 7% 
ACC). 

Given the following conditions: 

NC Trint [ O F ]  150 555 530 545 

e 

e 

Which one of the foliowing statements correctly describes the bases for the 
restrictions for restoring feedwater flow following feed ‘and bleed in FR-H.1? 

A. 

Containment pressure is 3.4 p i g  
The TD CA pump is available to feed the S/Gs 

Restore flow to the ‘A’ S/G because loop ‘A’ T-hot is the lowest 
of the loops and this will reduce the chance of thermai ~ h o c k h g  
the S/G. Flow should not be restored to the ‘B’ and ‘C’ S/Gs 
because they will be reserved for use Later to provide a steam 
supply for the ‘TD CA pump. 

Restore flow to the ‘W’ S/G because ‘B’ S/G level is the highest 
and this will reduce the chance of thermal shocking the SIG. 
FBow should be preferentially restored to the ‘13’ or ‘C’ S/G to 
maintain the TD CA pump steam supply. 

Restore f l ~ ~  to the T’ S/G because loop ‘G’ T-hot is less than 
loop ‘B’ T-hot and this will reduce the chance of thermal 
shocking the WG. Flow should be preferentially restored to the 
%’ or 

B. 

C. 

SIG to maintain the TD CA pump steam supply. 

D. Restore flow to the ‘D’ S/G because the ‘DWG is higher than 
‘A’ S/G Bevel, which will reduce the risk of thermal shock. Plow 
shou%d not be restored to the ‘B’ and ‘C9 S/Gs because they will 
be reserved for use later to provide a steam supply for the TD 
CA pump. 

Ques-19l.Z.dec 



I Pt(s) IJnit I was conducting a plant start up. At 1% power, an instrument 
malfunction caused an inadvertent reactor trip. Given the following 
indications:& 

Two rod bottom lights are NOT lit 
Reactor trip and bypass breakers are open 

IRSuR=-O.3 DPM 
IR amps = 2x10-* 

Which one of the following response actions is required? 

A. Hmplement API14, (Control Rod Misdignment) and respond t5 
the stuck rods. 

B. Implement E-0, (Reactor Trip or Safety Injeceioia), and 
immediately transition t5 FR-S.2, (Response to Loss ofcore  
Sbr utdown). 

C. Implement E-0, (Reactor Trip or Safety Injection) and 
immediately transition to FR-S.1, (Response to Nuclear Power 
GeneradiodATWS). 

Implement E-& (Reactor Tr& or Safety Injection), and then 
transition to ES-OJs (Reaceor Tr& Response). 

Do 



I Pt(5) Unit 1 is in Mode 1 conducting a plant startup. The operators have reached 
I I %  R.T.P. when a morncntan, electrical transient on the ‘IA’ Main Bus 
Line OCCUTS resulting in the foliowing conditions: 

Bus 1 TA i m  1TC 1TD 
Frequency (Hz) 5s 60 5s 60 
Voltage (VAC) 64 10 6900 6410 6900 

Which one of the following sequences would occur? 

A. NCPs IA and 1C trip because of Under-Frequency while NCPs 
PB and ID continue running and a reactor trip does NOT ocsur. 

6. NCPs 1.4 and 1C trip because of Under-Voltage while NCPs 1B 
and ID continue r u ~ ~ l i n g  and a reaetor trip ocsurs. 

AIL 4 NCPs trip because of Under-Freqoepncy and a reactor trip 
does NOT occur. 

C. 

D. AIL 4 NCPs trip because of Under-Frequency and a reactor trip 
QSCUPS. 
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1 Pt(s) IJnJIrit 1 was operating at 100% power when a cGd burst occurred. Given the 
following events and conditions: 

e 

0 

Which one ofthe following actions per AP/I/A/5500/18 (Activity in the 
Reactor Coolant System) is required to reduce coolant activity due to a crud 
burst in the NC system? (Assume no clad damage has occurred.) 

A. 

R. 

1EMF-48 (Reactor Coolant Hi Rad) Trip 2 alann 
1EMF-18 (Reactor Cooiant Filter la) Trip 2 alarm 

Purge the \TT with nitrogen 

PBace/cnsure both mixed bed demineralizers are in service 

C. Increase letdown flow 

D. Add hydrogen to the reactor coolant 



~~ 

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power. Given the following conditions: 

e 

6 

lfthe rods in control hank 14 start stepping out at 8 steps per minute, which 
one ofthe following actions is required at this time’? 

A. 

Rod control is in ‘MANUAL’ 
Control Rank D is at 200 steps 

Select Control Bank D on the rod sesector switch and manuaily 
insert Controt Bank D 

B. Select ‘6.4UTQ” on the Bank Select Switch and see if rod motion 
stops 

C. Commence emergency horation 

D. Trip the reactor 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 50% power. Given the foilowing conditions: 

I'ressiuizer pressure is 2235 psig 
l'ressurixr Relief Tank (PRT) pressure is 20 psig 
PRT teniperature i s  125 "F 
PRT level is  8 I o/a 
The PRT is being cooled by spraying from the RMWST 
A pressurizer code safety valve is suspected of leaking by it's seat 

e 

e 

e 

e 
e 

What temperature would be indicated on ths associated safety valve 
discharge RTD if the code mfety were leaking by? 

REFERENCES PROPTDED 

A. 248-262OP 

B. 227-231OF 

C. 161-165"F 

Ques-,31 I. l.doc 



1 Pt(s) A male worker needs to repack a valve in an area that has the following 
radiological characteristics: 

e 

e 

e 

The worker’s present exposure is 1800 rnrcni for the year. 
General area dose rate = 65 rnremihr 
Airborne contamination concentration = 20 DAC 

The job will lake 4 hours with a mechanic wearing a full-face respirator. It 
will only take 2 hours if the mechanic does NOT wear the respirator. 

Which ofthe following choices for completing this job would maintain the 
workers exposure within the Station N,ARA requirements? 

A. The worker should wear the respirator otherwise he mill exceed 
25% of the DAC limit. 

The worker should NOT wear the respirator because the dose 
received will exceed neither NRC nor site dose limits. 

The worker should wear the respirator because the M a 1  TEDE 
dose received will be less than if he does not wear one. 

B. 

C. 

D. The worker should NOT wear the respirator hecause the total 
TEDE dose received wiSS be greater if lae wears one. 

Ques-353.l.dcc.l 



I Pt(s) LJnit 2 is in the process ofstarting up the reactor'in accordance with all 
controlling procedures. Given the following conditions and events: 

0215 __ - 0200 - 0205 - 0210 
2EMF 3 (mRihr) 5x10' 1. 1xlO2 1.6~10' 2 . 7 ~ 1 0 ~  
N-31 (CPS) 1 . 2 ~ 1 0 ~  1.7x104 zx 1 o4 0 
N-32 (CPS) 9 . 2 ~ 1 0 ~  1.iX1o4 0 0 
N-35 (amps) 9. l x  10.' 1.ox10-"' 1 .2x10-1u 1.2x10-'@ 
N-36 (amps) 9.3x10-" l.lxlO-"' 1 . 3 ~ 1 0 - ' ~  1.3x10-" 

If channel N-32 is deenclrgized due to a SR detector failure at 0210, what is the 
earliest time (if any) that the containment evacuation alarm will aetuate in Unit 
2 during the startup? 

A. 0205 

B. 0210 

c. 0215 

D. The containment evacuation alarm will n5t actuate 

Ques-398.1.doc 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 was responding to a mal1 break IAXA. 'Containment pressure reached 
3.5 pig .  The Subcooling Margin Monitor currently indicated +35 &. Which 
of the following statements correctly describes the status of subcooling in the 
core? 

A. 

B. 

The core is subcoded by 35 "P 

The core is superheated by 35 "F 

C. The core is superheated by more than -- OF due to the effects of 
adverse containment conditions 

D. The core is subcooled by more than 35 OF due to the effects of 
adverse containment conditions 



1 Pt(4 Unit 1 has initiated a liquid radioactive waste release from the Ventilation 
tJnit Condensate Drain Talk (WCDT) through the RC system. All lineups 
and authorizations have been properly made in accordance with 
OPIOiBi6200!'3S using the 4 path. Two RC pumps are the minimum 
required under the LWR document. 

6iven the following initial conditions: 

a 

e 

0 

e 

Ifthe release automatically terminates 40 seconds after initiation, which one 
of the following conditions could have terminated the release and what is the 
proper operator response? 

A. 

3 RC pumps are running 
IEMF-44 (COhrT VENTDILV 1XVK OVI correctly set for trip 1 and 
trip 2 activity limits 
MRlRR = 75 GPM based on boron conc.entration 
No other releases are in progess 

1WM-46 (LIQUID WASTE DISCH VALL'E) closing 
automaaicalHy if 1 RC pump tripped, and the release may not be 
restarted until Chemistry resamples the tank. 

1WM-46 cl~sing automatically if 1EMF-44 reached the trip 2 
setpoint, the release may be restarted two additional times. 

B. 

c. 1vb'P-35 (Ff'%fT& m c D g  Tb) RC cArTm) Closing aUtQ~YatiCdg 
if 1 RC pump tripped, and the release may not be restarted until 
Chemistry resamples the tank. 

D. 1WP-35 closing automatically if 1EMF-44 reached the trip 2 
setpoint, the release may be restarted two additional times. 

Ques-407.l.doc 



I Pt(§) Unit 1 is operating at 80% power when an eleckcal transient causes several 
condensate system pumps to trip. Given the following conditions and 
events: 

- - ~ - ~  10sec 2Oses 3Osec 40sec Start 
CF pump 1A Suction Pressure (psig) 451 238 232 229 227 . -  - -  
CF pimp 1B Suction Pressure (psig) 448 227 324 240 238 
# Hotwell Pumps running 2 2 3 2 1 
# Condensate Rooster Pumps running 2 1 0 2 1 

Which one of the following Is the earliest time and the reason that BOTH 
main feedwater pumps will have tripped? 

A. 10 seconds, due to 2/3 Condensate Booster Pumps Tripped 

13. 20 seconds, due to 313 Condensate Booster Pumps Tripped 



1 Ptjs) Unit 1 has just entered Mode 5 in preparation for refueiing. Given the 
following conditions and events: 

e 

e 

A lower containnient entry is planned for the next shift. 
The SRO directs the RO tu purge the containment in preparation for the 
containment entry. 
Ciurently the VP system is secured with all fans offand containment 
purge and exhaust valves closed 

e 

Which one of the following describes the proper alignment of the 
containment purge system? 

A. The ,%'ORMAk-REFC'EL SELECTOR switch is placed in the 
"NQILW' position and ratio of supply air is 2/1 (WpperLower 
Containment). 

The NORMAL-REFUEL SELECTOR switch is placed in the 
"NORMs position and ratio of supply air is 4/1 (Upper/Lowrer 

B. 

@OQtahmCQt). 

C. The NORMAL-REFLEE SELECTOR switch is placed fn the 
t'REFUEL" position and ratio of supp1y air is 2/1 (Upperbower 
Containment). 

Ques-432.2.doc 



I Pt(s) IJnit 1 is shutdown, Mode 6,  in a refueling outage. Given the following 
conditions: 

e 

o 

Containment airlock doors are both open 
A full shift of qualified maintenance peI50nnel are available inside 
containment 
The Refueling SRO is in the control room 
The Fuel Handling Supervisor is inside containment 

a 

a 

Refueling has been completed and the Fuel Handling Supervisor (who is not 
a qualified SKO) requests permission to latch all control rods to prepare for 
the reactor startup, What additional requirements must he met (ifany) to 
proceed with latching rods? 

A. Latching rods may proceed at the discretion of the Fuel 
Handling Supervisor. 

Latching rods may not proceed until after containment integrity 
has been restored. 

B. 

C .  Latching control rods may not proreed until after thc Refusling 
SRO arrives inside containment to s i ipenk .  

Latching control rods may not proceed until aftrr Bhc Kcfuclileg 
SKO arrives inside contaislmcnr and containment integrity has 
been restorad 

D. 

Ques-447.l.doc 



1 Pt@) [Jnnit 1 is shutdown in 3 refueling outage. Given the following events and 
conditions: 

e 

e 

o 

e 

e 

What effect does a total loss of the VI system have on the VS system? 

The VI system was in a normal lineup. 
The VS system was in a normal lineup. 
A VI header rupture occurs. 
‘VI Low’ and ‘Low Low Pressure’ Annunicators alarm 
‘The VI system completely depressurizes. 

A. VI[-820 will auto-close as VI header pressure decreases below 82 
psiig and the VS air compressor will start automatically to 
maintain VS header pressure. 

VI-820 will auto-close as VI header pressure decreases below 90 
p i g  and the VS air compressor must be manually started to 
maintain VS header pressure. 

Check valves in the VI - VS cross-connect line will close to 
i d a t e  VS system pressure before it drops below 90 psig. 

VS pressure in the Fire Protection Pressurizer Tank will be Lost 
until a VS air compressor can be started. 

B. 

C. 

8). 

Qua-451. ldoc 



I Pt(s) If a fire was reported in the McGuire Office Complex (MOC), which one of 
the following responses is correct by station procedurcs? 

A. Offsite fire departments are responsible for ail fire suppression 
activities at the scene. The Fire Brigade must be held in reserve 
for station fires inside the protected area. 

Offsite fire departments are respnsible for all fare S ~ ~ ~ I W S ~ O M  

activities at the scene. The Fire Brigade may provide limited 
support if resources allow. 

The Fire Brigade is responsible for the initial response at the 
scene. They are required to turn over control of the scene as 
soon as an oifsite fire department arrives and immedirteIy 
return to the protected area. 

The Pike Brigade is kesponsible for Ere suppression activities at 
the scene. An offsite fire department may be callled to provide 
support if additional resources are required. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

_-_s__s__sl___l____________I____________------~~~~~--~----~----~~~~- 

Ques-460.l.doc 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is in the process of making a radioactive kaseous waste release from 
the waste gas decay tank in accordance with OPiOIAi6200!19 (Was& Gus 
Decay Tank Release). Given the following conditions: 

e 

m 
e 

E 

E 

Most Restrictive Instantaneous Release Rate (MRIRR) - 35 CFM 
EMF-SO(L) trip 1 setpoint 7 1.OES CPM 
EMF-SO(L) trip 2 setpoint = 2.OE5 CPM 
EMF-36(1,) is out of service 
'The operators reset lEMF-SO(L) whenever pmcedural direction allows 

0245 

EMF-SO(L) (CPM) l.lE5 2.1E5 2.2E.5 2.2E5 

What was the earliest time that the operators were required to terminate (and 
not restart) the gaseous release. 

~ 

0230 - Q2B5 - 0200 - 
Release rate (CFM) 22 37 32 41 

A. 

€3. 

e. 
D. 

0208 ~ cannot release with lEMF-36@) cut of service 

0215 ~ must terminate due to exceeding IllRIRR 

0230 - must terminate due to 2"d trip of EMF-§Q(L) 

0245 - must terminate after 3'd trip of EMF-50(L) 

Ques-469.l.dcc 



1 Pt(s) unit 1 is in tile process ofmaking a radioactive kaseous waste release from 
the waste gas decay tank in accordance with OP/OIA/6200/18 (Waste Gas 
Operation). Given the following conditions: 

e 

e 

e 

e 

o 

Most Restrictive Instantaneous Release Rate (MNRR) = 31 CFM 
Maximum Ohsewed System Release Rate (MOSRR) = 40 CFM 
EMF-50 PASTE GASDISCHj trip 1 setpoint - 2.0E5 CPM 
EMF-50 trip 2 = 3.0E5 CPM 
EMF-36 (UNIT JBIW GAS) is in service 

0245 

Eh4F-50 (CPM) 2.SE5 3.2s5 3.1E5 4.2E5 

If the operators reset E'WF-50 whenever allowed by procedure, what is the 
earliest time that the operators are required to terminate (and not 
immediateiy restart) the gaseous release? 

&4. 0200 

- Time - 0200 ___ 0215 ~ 0230 
Release rate (CFM) 30 32 41 27 

B. 0215 

D. 0245 



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 was in the process of starting up the rcacior following a reheling 
outage. Given the following plant conditions and events: 

5 Reactor trip breakers are closed 
e Withdrawal of 'A' control bank has commenced 
e Train A of Wide Range Shutdown Monitoring is inoperable 

If source range N-32 fails low, which one of the following actions is 
required? 

A. Startup may continue with train B of the Ganmma-Metrics 
Shutdown Mo~itor System substituting for the failed N-32 
source range channel 

Immediately stop withdrawal of shutdown banks B. 

C. Immediately open the reactor trip breakers 

D. Immediately reinsert shutdown banks and open the reactor trip 
breakers 

Ques-5 12.1 .dsc: 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 was operating at 10004 power when mail; condenser vacuum dropped 
suddenly from 25 inches vacuum to 23 inches vacuum. Given the following 
events and conditions: 

e 

e 

e 

Which one ofthe following statements correctly describes the cause of this 
problem? 

A. 

I%. 

AIL 3 condenser s t e m  air ejectors (CSAEs) arc in service 
Both primary and secondary jets are operating 
The system lineup is in the normal configuration 

Loss of Y-M supply to the condenser hoot seals 

CM flow to at! CSAE inter-coolers has been obstructed 

C.  

D. 

Loss of the mrpirm steam supply to the CSAEs 

A CSAE drain was left open 



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 is responding to an ATWS without Safety Injection actuation. 
Given the following indications: 

e 

e 

Pressurizer level begins to go down 
The 2A NV pump ammeter indicates running amps are low 

If all automatic control systems operated normally, which one of the 
following condtions would cause the 2-4 NV pump mming amps to decrease 
to the lowest value? 

A 

B. 

2NV-238 ('HARGINGLINE FLOW COYTROL) failed open 

2"-238 ('HARGIIVGLL%~E FLOW CO.WROL) failed closed 

Ques-613.1 .doc 



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 was operating at 90°& power after a startdup ii.oni a refi1clmg outage. 
A pressuri7er PORV is found to be leaking and the associated PORV block 
valve was shut. The PRT \vas cooled down to the following PRT 
conditions: 

a PRT Level - 65% 
e PRT Pressure - I) psi& 
6 PRT Temperature 100°F 
a L.ower Containment Teniperaturr: - 118 "F 

what actions are required to restore and maintain normal operating 
conditions to the PRT for the long term'? 

A. 

B. 

Vent the PRT to the waste gas system 

Vent the PRT to containment. 

C. Coo% the PRT by pressurizing with nitrogen and hitiatkg spray 
flow from the NC'DT. 

D. Cod the PRT by initiating spray flow, through the sparger Bine 
from the RWW 

Ques-617.2.doc 



1 Pt(s) Cnit 2 was operating at 100% when a “FLOOR COOLDIG GLYCOL PIICH 
TEMPEIL41UKE” annunciator is received. A review of the KTD panel 
reveals that several ice condenser floor slabs have high temperature 
indicated. 

Which one of the following statements correctly describes the operational 
concern raised by this annunciator? 

A. High glycol temperatures will canse the inn-service glycol 
compressor to trip causing a loss of NP coaling and excessive ice 
§ublimatiQU. 

B. Low faoar c~oking gSycol temperatures could muse cracks in the 
ice condenser thermat barrier. 

C. Slab freeze and thaw cycles could result in floor buckling that 
conid interfere with lower door operation. 

Slab freeze and thaw cystes could cause gaps between the floor 
and the intermediate deck doors resulting in a bypass flow path. 

D. 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at full power and Unit 2 is refueling. Unit 1 is releasing a 
minimally decayed waste gas decay tank when a significant packing leak starts 
on isolation valve 1 WCi-160, (WG Decay Tank Outlet to Unit Vent Control). 

Which one of the following statements correctly describes the automatic actions 
required to assure that the leak is contained and filtered? 

A. 1EMF-50 ( I A S T E  G~sDrsc~Hrpkzn)  automatically closes 1WG-160, 
and 1EMF-41 (AUXBLDC V~.viaHrFP~oj automatically stops the 
auxiliary building ventilation unfiltered exhaust fans. 

1EMF-41 automatically stops the auxiliary building ventilation 
unfiltered exhaust fans, and EMF-36 (UWT V ~ m H 1 R 4 5 )  
automatically closes l WG-8 60. 

1EMF-36 automatically closes 1WG-140, and 1EMF-35 (UNIT 
VENTPARTHIBLID) automatically aligns the auxiliary building 
ventilation filter trains. 

B. 

C. 

D. 1EMF-35 automatically stops the auxiliary building ventilation 
unfiltered exhaust fans, and IEMF-41 automatically aligns the 
auxiliary building ventilation filter trains. 



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 is in Mode 6 with refueling activities in progress. Given the following 
events and conditions: 

Q 

e 
A containment purge is in progress 
A fuel eiemennt was rammed into the side of the reactor vessel 

8 2EhfF-3 ( ~ O N l A l N ~ E . ~ ~ R E F [ f E L ~ ~ ~  BRIDGE) 2E.M1:-38 (~OA7XLWUE2VT 

PARTI('L:I.ATE) are in Trip 2 alXIll 

\Vhich one of the following actions should occur, assuming that operators 
follow the required procedure steps'? 

A. The containment evacuation alarm sounds automatically. The 
containment purge stops automaticaMy. 

The containment evacuation darn1 can onBy be actuated by the controi 
room. The containment purge stops automatically. 

The containment evacuation alarm soorads automatically. The 
containment purge is stopped manually. 

The containment evacuation alarm can only he actuated by the 
control room. The containment purged is stopped manually. 

B. 

C. 

D. 
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1 Pt(5) Unit 1 has experienced four CRUD bursts this month. Given the following 
events and conditions: 

IA reactor coolant filter d/p was indicating 40 psid. 
IEMF-18 (&ACTOR COOLAMTFKTER I A )  reads 5 times its normal value. 
1A reactor coolant filter was taken out of service. 
1B reactor Coolant filter was placed in service. 
IB reactor coolant filter dip is 10 psid. 
IA mixed bed demineraliier is in service. 
I EMF-48 (REACTOR C O O L A ~ J  reads its normal value 
Local radiation readings near reactor coolant filter 1B are 3 times normal. 

If the detector for IEMF-19 (REACTOR cOOL.4.VTFNTER 1B) fails, what 
actions (if any) are the operators required to take in response to these 
conditions? 

A. Switch mixed bed demineralizers. 

B. Shift back to 1A reactor C Q Q E ~ W ~  filter until LEMF-11) is returned 
to senkc. 

C. Place both mixed bed demineralizers in service until 1EMF-19 is 
returned to service. 

D. No action is required. 



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 is operating at 100% power. Given the following cvents and 
conditions: 

e Operators stcarted IQ\i pimps ‘A’ & ‘W’ due to rising containment 
temperalures. 
Containment LJpper temperature is 90 ”F, decreasing. 
Containment L ~ W F  temperature is I19 O F ,  decreasing. 
At 0200, a station blackout occurs on hoth llnits 1 and 2 
Operators implement the appropriate procedures. 

e 
e 

e 

e 

Which one of the following pumps provides the assured source of cooling 
water to maintain containment tcrnperature within Tech Spec limits? 

A. ‘ZC’ RV pump only 

B. ‘ZA’ RN pump only 

C. ‘ZB’ WN pump QIIEY 

D. Either “A’ or 2 B ’  WN pumps. 
__l_______s_s______s__s_____l________l_l-----------~~-----~-~-~~ 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 has experienced a rupture of the RN pipikg inside containment. 
Emergency procedures prescribe successful response mechanisms if 
containment water level remains between 3.5 and 10.5 feet. 

Why is safe plant recovery not assured for a design basis large bre'ak LOCA 
when containment water level exceeds 10.5 feet? 

A. Operation ofthe ND system is compromised by high suction 
pressure. 

Operation of the NS pumps is endangered by excess debris 
fouling the containment sncticn strainers. 

OperatiQQ ofthe hydrogen purge system is compromised by loss 
of direct access to the containment atmosphere. 

Operation of criticat ECCS components needed for safe 
recovery is endangered by submersion. 

B. 

63. 

D. 



1 R(s) IJnit 1 is operating at 100% power when the QAC registers a low spent fuel 
pool level alarm. Given the following events and conditions: 

e The operators read - 2.1 ft SFP level and stable on the main control 
board. 
The operating KF pump has tripped. 
An hTJ3 reports a large leak in the auxiliary building has stopped. 
h-ormal SFP makeup is not available. 

e 

e 

Which one of the following statements correctly describes the corrective 
action for this went? 

A. HnBp%ement APIl/A/5500/41 (Loss ofSperrt Fuel Coolimg or Lever), 
find and isolate the leak on the I(F discharge piping. 

Hmpkment APII /N5500/41 (LQSS of Spmt Fuel Cooliisg or Level) 
Find and isolate the Beak on the KF suction piping. 

B. 



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 is operating at 100 % power. Given the following events and 
conditions: 

“B” Train of essential operating equipment (RN, KC, NV) is in service. 
2A RN train is in operation for surveillance testing. 
The RN trains itre separated with 2KN-41B (TR.4INR TOllrON-E,SSHI>R 
ISOI~) CL.QSED. 

m 

e 

Which one of the following statements correctly describes the potential 
consequence if 2RN-lYOB (RN TOR KC IIXCONTROL) failed to perform its 
automatic function associated with decreasing B train RN flow? 

A. Overheating ZB KN pump. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

2B Rpr‘ strainer goes to ‘Backwash’ mode due to hi d/p. 

Overheating the running B train KC pumps. 

2RN-41B will open to restore Blow to the heat exchanger. 



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 has just begun to shutdown (decreasing iMWeirnin) for refueling. 
Given the following events and conditions: 

o 

a 

Pressurizer level is at program level and in ‘automatic’. 
The controlling pressurizer level transmitter fails at its current 
output. 
No operator action is taken. e 

Which one of the following statements correctly describes the system 
response as plant load is reduced? 

A. Charging flow decreases 
Letdown isolates 
Pressurizer heaters torn off 

B. Charging flow increases 
Pressurizer heaters energize 
Pressurizer level increase to the trip setpoint 

C. Charging WOW decreases 
Letdown wiil not isdate 
Pressurizer Bevel decreases until the pressurizer is empty 

D. Charging flow increases 
Pressurizer heaters will not energize 
Pressurizer Bevel increases to the trip setpoint. 

Ques-902. Ldoc 



1 Pt(s1 A station emergency battery is supplying DC bus loads without a battery 
charger online. If the load on the UC bus does not ch'ange, which one of the 
following statements correctly describes a vital battery's discharge rate 
(amps) as the battery is expendecY? 

A. The discharge rate will be fairly constant until the design 
battery capacity famp-hours) is exhausted and then will rapidly 
decrease. 

The discharge rate will decrease steadily until the design battery 
capacity is exhausted. 

The discharge rate will increase steadily until the design battery 
capacity is exhausted. 

The discharge rate will initialiy decrease until approximately 
50% design capacity had been expended and then increase until 
the battery has been exhausted. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

__s_.__s_______l________________________- - - -~~-~~-~~- -~ -~- -~ -~~-~~~~~ 
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1 Pt(s) The crew has verified natural circulation in ES-0.1 (Reactor Trip Response) 
based on decreasing core exit thermocouple readings and subcooling > 0 "F. 
Ten minutes later, the operator notes that the thermocouple input to both 
pIasma displays is malfunctioning. 

Which one of the following correctly describes a a d  indication that natural 
circuiation is continuing? 

A. S/@ saturation temperatures are decreasing and &ACTOR 
L%SSEL UR LEVEL indication is greater than 100 %. 

$/@ pressures are decreasing and Tco,d is at S/G saturation 
temperature. 

S/@ pressures zre decreasing and REACTOR L'ESSEL D P  
indication is greater than 100%. 

S/G pressure is at saturation pressure for Tcotd and REACTOR 

VESSELDW indication is greater than 100 %. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Ques-9Il.l.dcc 



1 Pt(s) Given the following IJnit 1 initial conditions: 

Reactor power is at 40% e 

B Power range NIS indicate: 

B 

o 40% (N41); 41% (N42), 41% (N43), 41% (N44) 

567°F (‘A’)> 567’1: (‘R’), 568“F (‘C’), 568” F (‘D’) 
Taw for each Ioop indicates: 

Turbine power is at 48 1 MWe 
Rod control is in automatic. 
Group demand counters and DRPI indicate Control Bank ‘D’ at 140 steps. 

o 
e 

B 

B 

Control Rank ‘D’ Rod L-12 drops fully into the core and the following 
conditions now exist: 

e Power range NIS indicate: 

B 

o 40% (N4l), 38% (N42), 42% @’43), 42% (N44) 
Tave for each loop indicates: 

Turbine power is 448 MWe 
o 564’F (‘A9), 564” F (‘B’). 563’1; (T), 564’ F (‘D’) 

B 

The effect of the dropped rod on the Rod Control System is that rods will 
initially: 

A. Move out due to the Tave signal providing the largest error 
signal. 

Move out due to the Power Range XIS input processed by the 
3fismatch Rate Comparator crcating the largest error signal. 

Move in due to Power Range NIS input processed by the 
Mismatch Rate Comparator creating the largest error signal. 

hlove in due to the Tave signal providing the largest error 
signal. 

€3. 

C. 

D. 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is in Mode 6 and fuel reload is complete.'Given the following events 
and conditions: 

e 

e 

Source range counts have increased in the past 45 minutes. 
The Source Range Hi Flux at Shutdown alarm has began to alarm 
intermittently for the past 30 minutes 
Chemistry has reported boron in the refueling cavity 2650 ppm. 
Only one Charging Pump is available 

e 

a 

Which one of the following actions tnust be implemented under these 
conditions'? 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Start emergency baration ofthe NCS. 

Block Source Range High Flux Reactor Trip. 

Have IAE adjust Hi Flux at Shutdawn setpints up % decade 

Start alternate boration of the NCS 

Ques-%O.doc 



1 Pt(s) Given the following events md conditions: 

The Component Cooling Water System piping has just severed where the 
Reactor Coolant Pump Component Cooling return comhines with the 
Excess Letdown Heat Exchanger. 

Which one of the following statements correctly ciescrihes the control room 
indication(s) that you would see for this failure? 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

NCP Thermal Barrier Outkt vaive(s) CLOSED. 

Containment Sump 'A' leve! increasing. 

Seal Water Return flow increasing. 

Reactor Coolant Pump motor bearing(s) temperature 
increasing. 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 was operating at 100%. Given the follo&ng events and conditions: 

c The following fans were in operation: 
e Pipe Tunnel Booster Fans 
e ReturnAirFans 
e Lower Containment Fans 
c Upper Containment Fans 

e A LOCA occurs 
t 

e 

Which one of the following describes the alignment of the above 
containment cooling systems’? 

A. 

B. 

All systems functioned as designed 
Fan switches selected to low speed 

Pipe Tunnel Booster Fans start and run in !owr speed 

Return Air Psns Pans start. 

C. Lower Containment Fans start and ram in high speed 



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 was at 75% R.Y.P. when a loss of condenser vacuum occurred 
Given the following conditions:& 

Rods are in automatic 
The steam dump select switch is selected to ‘Tave’ mode 
Condenser vacuum is slowly decreasing 
No component or instrument failures occurred 
No operator action taken 

Which one of the following sequences best describes the actuation ofthc 
control rods to this event? 

A. Control rods wove in due to decreased condenser back pressure 

I%. Control rods move nut due to decreased scandenser back 
pressure 

Control rods move in due to increased eondenser hack pressure 

Control rods move out due to increased condenser back pressure 

C. 

D. 

Ques-963.doc 
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1 Pt(s) Unit I wils at 100%) R.T.P. when the following transient occurs: 

e 

e 

A Loss of Offsite Power occurs 

A reactor trip occurs due to failure of the turbine to successfully 
mback to in house loads 

DicseI Generator “A” fails to stat? 

Diesel Gcncrator “E?’ successfully loads bus ETB 

e 

e 

What is the basis in E-0 (Razctor Trip or Sufi@ Injection) Step 4 W O  for 
restoration of power to ETA when time allows and continuing with E-07 

A. Minimum shift crews are assumed in the EOPs and manpower is 
not available to restore pow‘er to ETA. 

The action to restore power to ETA is directed by the TSC only B. 

C.  The actions to restore power to ETA will be addressed after 
transition to ECA 0.0 (Lms Q ~ A ~ ~ A C P O P W ~ ) .  



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 was operating at 100% power when the following occurred: 

e “1&” FWFT was manually tripped due to an oil leak 

hpIIik/5500i03 (Load Rejection) has been implemented and 
completed through step 10. 

Step 10 h s  the operator perfonn the following: 

e 

e 

Place CF pump in nianiial 

Check “CF Header Pressure at least 100 psig above steam header 
pressure”. 

If CF Header pressure is low the RNO states: e 

‘ I  WHEN S/G levels are greater than OY rqiial to program 
level (and CF valves begirt closingj, m N  rrdjust CF f’14’111~p 
speed to maintuiti CFHEADER PRESSURE IOO-o-12Opsig 
above “STEAM HEADER PRESSURE“. 

What is the basis for this step? 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

As S/G leve.els are restored the kWPT suction flow dmreearses and 
EWlT speed control is slow to decrease FIVPT speed. 

As S/G levels are restored the W P T  suction flow increases and 
BWPT speed control is slow to decrease FWPT speed.. 

As S/G Levels are restored the CF controi valves start to close 
down and FVI’PT speed control is slow to decrease EWPT speed. 

As SIG b e t s  are restored the CF control valves start to open 
and EWPT speed control is slow to decrease FWPT speed. 

44 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is responding to a large-break loss of cookant accident inside 
containment. Given the following events and conditions: 

m Operators have implemented E-0 (Reactor Trip or Sufity Injection), and 
are implementing Step 22 (Check if NC System INTACT), RNO. 
The RO has just energized the Hydrogen Igniters 
Containment hydrogen pressure spikes to 5 psig and then immediately 
retums to 1.5 psig. 

e 

e 

Which one of the following statements correctly describes the correct 
procedural flow path’? 

A. Go to EP//B/A/50(DO/E-I (Loss ofReactor or Secondary CQO~UPI~)  
and then EQ/l/BI5OQQ/FIZ.l (Response to High Containment 
Pressure) 

D. Implement Generic Enclosure 4 (Start Hydrogen Recombiners) 



1 Pt(s) A fire has occurred in the auxiliary building affckting Unit 1 equipment. 
'I'ransfer of plant control to the auxiliary shutdown pmcl is not possible due 
to the fire. AP/I/Ai'5500/24 (Loss of Plant Control Due to Fire or Sabatoge) 
has been implemented. Transfer of plant control for Unit I to the SSF is 
complete. The QSM asks you to detemiinc natural circulation. 

As SRQ located at the SSF what indications could you use to determine 
natural circulation? 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Steam Generator Pressure and Core Exit Thermocooples 

NC LOOP W/R Pressure and Steam Generator Pressure 

15m-e Thermocouples and NC Loop W/R Pressure 

NC Loop Tcold and Pressurizer level 
____________l_s__s__----~~-~---~-~~-~~---~~-~~-~~-~~------------------- 
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1 Pt(s) A reactor trip and safety injection has occurred Ad E-0 (Reactor Trip or 
Safety Injection) is in progress. When Safety Injection temrination criteria 
are met, the crew is directed to stop all but one NV pump in Step 25. AAer 
securing one NV Pump , plant conditions are as follows: 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

SIG NR levels are at 30% and decreasing 
Pzr Level is stable at 12% 
Pzr Pressure is going down 
Subcooling baed on Gore Exit Thermocouples is 10 degrees 
FWST level is 185 inches 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 has experienced a Loss of All AC Power. EPil/N5000/ECA-O.O 
(Loss of All AC Power) is in eflect. The attempted start of the Standby 
Make-up Pump was unsuccessfuL The crew is at Step 24 of ECA 0.0. ’Illis 
step directs the crew to “Depressurize intact S/Gs to 210p,vig”. Prior to Step 
24 of ECA-0.0 there is a NOTE that reads: 

“Pzr level ma)> he lost and reuctor vessel heud voiding may occur due to 
depressurizution of the S/Cis. Depressirrizution should Not he stopped to 
preveni these occurrences.” 

bliich one of the following describes the bases for this caution? 

A. S/Gs should be depressurized to allow the establishment of 
natural circulation. 

Reducing NC prmsura and temperature maximizes NCP sed 
life. 

S/Cs should be depressurized to alLow more CA flow to help 
with cooldown. 

Reducing NC pressure and temperature minimizes NC 
inventory loss out of the seass. 

B. 

41. 

D. 

Ques-lOO0.doc 



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 has just tripped as a result of a loss of ofkite power. The following 
plant conditions exist: 

B 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

“2A” DiG failed to start 

“2B’ DiG started and Ioaded bus 2ETB 

Four rods fail to hlly insert into the core. 

Reactor Trip Breaker “ 2 B  is closed. 

Intermediate Range SUR is ZERO 

Pressurizer pressure is 21 50 psig and slowly decreasing 

Containment pressure is .4 psig and slowly increasing. 

EP/2!A/5000iE-0 (Reactor Trip or S&y Injection) Immediate Actions are 
being perfomied. 

Based on the above conditions which one of the following wouId be the 
correct procedure flow path? 

A. 

B. 

(3. 

D. 

GO TQ AP/2/A/5505/03 (Loss of Electrical PQWLT) 

Stay in E-O (Reactor Trip or Safety Injection) 

-_g GO TO EP/2/A/5000/ES-O.E (Reactor Tr@ Respmm9 

GO TO EP/2/.4/500O/FR-S.B (Response to X w h a r  Generation) 



1 Pt(s) LJnmit 1 has just experienced a Safely Injection due to a failed open 
Pressurizer I’ower Operated Relief Valve (PORV). During the process of 
implementing EPil/h’SOOOIE-0 (Reactor Trip Safety Iirjecrion), the STA 
notices that Train “Ea” of Phase ‘A’ did not actuate automatically. Which 
one of the following describes the communication process that should take 
place to ensure Phase ‘A’ Train “B” is actuated? 

A. The STA should directly tell the BOP to actuate Train “B” of 
Phase ‘A’. 

The STA should directly tell the Control Room §a0 to instruct 
the BOP to actuate Train “B” of Phase ‘A’. 

The STA should tell the QSM who wilE instruct the Control 
Room SWO to tell the BOP to actuate Train “B” of Phase ‘A’. 

The STA should tell the QSM and Control Room SRO that 
heishe (the STA) is going to actuate Train “B” of Phase ‘A’. 

B. 

C. 

D. 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 has experienced a 50% load rejection which resulted in Control Bank 
"D" Group I being greater than 12 steps misaligned from its associated step 
counter. Tech Spec 3.1.4 Rod Control Group Alignment Limits states: 

" A I 1  shutdown and co?ltrol r0d.v shall be OPERABLE; with all individual 
indicated rod positionem wjithinl-4 steps of their grozrp step counter iienwnd 
position ". 

Which one of the following is the basis for this Tech Spec? 

A. Ensore SDM limits are maintained and QFTR is maintained 
within limits. 

Ensore power distribution and SDM Limits are preserved. 

Ensore QP'FR is maintained within Limits and rod alignments 
are correct. 

Ensure AFD is maintained and limit power distribution. 

B. 

@. 

D. 



1 Ptfs) During RCCA Movement Testing, a ‘ROD CONTROL URGENT 
FAIUJRE’ annunciator a l m s .  

L4F investigates and reports that two control rods are untnppable. 

Which one of the following describes the Action Statement per Tech Specs‘? 

A. Within one (I) hour verify SDM is within the limits ofthe COLR 
AND Be in Mode 3 in six (6) hours 

Initiate boration to restore SDM to within limits AND Be in 
Mode 3 in four (4) hours. 

Within one (1) hour verify SDM is within the limits afthe CQLR 
OR Be in Mode 4 in six (6) hours 

Initiate boration t5 restore SDM tu within limits OR Be in Mode 
4 in fonr (4) hours 

B. 

C. 

D. 



1 Pt(s) An NLO has been dispatched to recirculate the Ventilation Unit Condensate 
Drain Tank (WCDT) in preparation for doing a release. As recirculation is 
being established, the 1EMF-44 flow meter ruptures and ‘IEMF-44 LOSS 
OF SAMPLE FLOW’ annunciator alarms. 

Which one of the following describes the reason for this incident? 

A. 

B. 

Both Unit 1 VUCDT pomps were simultaneously started. 

1WL-359 ( V U C D T P K ~ ~  W e e k  Throttle) was opened too far 
and too much flow, w‘as initiated. 

Radavaste Chemistry failed to open 1U’M-222 (VIUCDT to RC 
Disch Hdr). 
1WL-359 wras not throttled prior to VUCDT pump start. 

C. 

D. 
_________________________l__s____s_s_s__~-------~---~~--~-~-~ 



1 Pt(s) A Unit 1 reactor trip results in an autostxt of the # I  Turbine Driven 
Auxiliary Feedwater (#l TDCA) Pump. 

Which one of the following describes the design feature that provides for 
initiation of cooling water to the #1 Turbine Driven CA Pump turbine 
bearing oil cooler? 

A. Nuclear Service Water (W) flow from the RN Essential Header 
is initiated upon autostart when the w1\1 cooling water supply 
valve to the #I TDGA Pump turbine oil cooler automatieally 
opens. 

As the #I TDCA Pump starts and rolls up to speed, Auxiliary 
Feedwater (CA) from the pump’s own discharge piping begins 
to flow through the #I TDCA Pump turbine oil cooler and is 
returned to the pump. 

Component Cooling Water (KC) flow from the KC Essential 
Header is initiated upon autostart when the KC cooling water 
supply valve to the #I TDCA Pump turbine oil cooler 
automatically opens. 

No coo1ing water from any source is supplied to either the #I 
TDCA Bump’s turbine or pump bearings. ‘Qilers’ with level 
sightglasses are checked by Non-Licensed Operators on their 
rounds. 

€3. 

C. 

D. 



I Pt(s) Given the following events and conditions: 

B 

o 

o 

e 

Unit 1 is operating at 37% power. 
Control Bank ‘D’ Rods are at 180 steps withdrawn 
All control systems are in automatic. 
An eiecttical fault trips the ‘1D’ Reactor Coolant Pump 

Which one ofthe following describes the prompt effects for ‘D9 I.QOP 
ONLY on the primary and secondary sides of the plant‘? 

SIC, Press -- SiG Level 
-s 

Tave - 
A. Increase Increase No Effect Decrease 

B. Decrease No Effect Decrease Decrease 

c. Increase Increase No Efkct Increase 

D. Decrease No Effect Decrease Increase 
__s______l_ll____________l___s__s_s_____-~------------- 



1 Pt(s) Given the following events and conditions: 

e 

e 

Q 

Q 

e 

e 

Unit 1 has experienced a Large Break LQCA 
Containment Pressure increased to 5 PSIG. 
NS system automatically started and reduced containment pressure 
to less than 0.35 PSIG. 
NS is secured 0% pumps stopped and NS discharge valves closed) 
NS has not been ‘RESET’. 
Containment pressure returns to 1.1 PSIG. 

Which one of the hoilowing describes the response of the NS system to the 
subsequent containment pressure increase? 

A. NS pump discharge valves will open at 0.35 PSIG and the NS 
pumps will auto start at 8.35 PSPG. 

NS pump discharge valves will open at 0.8 PSIG and the NS 
pumps will auto start at 1.0 PSIG. 

NS pump discharge valves will open at 0.35 PSI@ and the NS 
pumps wifl auto start at 8.8 PSI@. 

NS pump discharge valves will open at 0.8 PSIG and the NS 

B. 

C. 

D. 
pOlaapS Will atit0 $kart at 3 . 8  PSIG. 



1 Pt(s) Given the following events and conditions:& 

[hit 1 is approaching Mode 5 to replace a leaking Pressurizer PORV 
NC Cooldown is in progress 
‘A’ Train ND is in the KFIK mode. 
‘A’ Train KC is in service at maximuni design flow 
‘A’ Train RnT is in service 
‘1~21’ KC Pump breaker trips (Overcment Relay) 

Which one of the following describes the effect on the cooldown rate? 

A. The Reactor Coolant System heats up, the KC System is 
unaffected. 

No effect on the Reactor Coolant System, the KC System begins 
to heat up. 

The Reactor Coolant System cooidown rate decreases as the KC 
System heats up. 

The KC System only begins to heat up, but the ND System 
maintains a stable Reactor Coolant System ~cpold~wn rate. 

B. 

C:. 

D. 

______sl__-s_______________________I____------------------- 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 was responding in E-1 (Loss ofReactor OY Seeonduly Coolani) to 
small break LOCA. The crew has just completed Step 8.f when the OATC 
observes the following parameters: 

Given the following parmeters at the indicated time: 

Parameter m e  
Stalk NCS pressure (psis) 1650 
Core exit T/C temp (“F) 586 
T ave C‘F) 572 
Tilot V I  578 
Tculd TFi 566 
Pressurizer level (oh) 28% 
Containment pressure (psig) 1.1 
CA flow to all 4 SiGs exceeds 450 gpm 

Ques-lOll.dcc 
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I Pt(s) Unit 1 is responding to a smal1 break LOCA using E-1 (Loss of Reuctor or 
Stwmdury Coolant). Given the following events and conditions: 

FWST Level indicates 340 inches 
Containment pressure indicates 1.5 psig 
Containment Sump Level indicates 1.05 ft 
1EW-41 (A1JXijLI.G VENTILATIUA’) is in Trip 2 alarm 
Aux Building area radiation monitors are in alarm 
1EMF-51A and B (COhiliiiA44ENT TKNA & B )  indicates 25 R E r  
Hydrogen Analyer indicates 0.7% in containment 
n o ’ s  report significant leakage at the seals of the “1A” ND pump 

The crew determines that a transition to ECA-1.2 (LOCX Outside 
Containment) is required. Which one of the folIowing actions of ECA-1.2 
reduces excessive levels of radiation ‘and guard against personnel exposure? 

B. 

C. 

Dispatch NLO to energize Hydrogen Recombiners 

Secure VA (Aur. Bfdg. Ventilation System) to limit airborne 
contamination. 



I Pt(s) Given the following conditions and events: 

e 

e 

e 

m 

Unit I has a very small SiG tube leak on S/G ‘1C’. 
Chemistry reports the leak is ,075 g m .  
1EMF-73 (Unit 1 Steam Line ‘1C’ Monitor) is in Trip 1 alarm 
lEMF-33 (IJnit 1 Condenser Air Ejector) is in Trip 1 alarm. 

Which one of the following correctly describes how the f loup th  for 
dilution of the Stearn Jet Air Ejector (SJAE) exhaust is changed in response 
to this leak? 

A. No effects on SJAE exhaust alignment for dilution flowpath or 
EMF(s). 

SJAE exhaust dilution is swapped to discharge to the Auxiliary 
Building Ventilation @’A) Filtered Exhaust and diluted with VA 
to the Unit Vent. 

All Unit I and Unit 2 VA Filtered Exhaust Fans (VA-FXF) and 
all Unit 1 and Unit 2 Unfiltered Exhaust Fans FA-UXF‘) are 
started to dilute the MAE exhaust to the Unit Vent@). 

Unit 2 VA Supply Fans are secured and all Unit P and Unit 2 VA 
is routed to the Unit 1 Unit Vent to dilute the SJAE exhaust. 

B. 

63. 

D. 



1 Pt(4 Lnit 2 has experienc.ed a Steam 6enerator TubeRuptwe on S/G ‘2B’. The 
operators are currently in EP/2!A/5000/E-3 (Steam Generator Tube 
Rupture). The NC System has been cooled down such that core exit T/Cs are 
less than required based upon the ruptured S/G pressure. ‘2B’ S/G Narrow 
Range level indicates 10OUh. The operators are perfomling step 20, 
“Depressurize tlie NC System”. 

N%ch one of the following operational implications of E-3 has the most 
effect on primary-to-secondary ieak rate and NC System pressure drop while 
maintaining NC subcooling? 

A. Initiate NC Depressurization using maximum available Bzr 
spray flow. 

Depressurize the NC System by opening one NC Pzr PORV. 

Depressurize the NC System by opening all NC Bzr PORVs. 

B. 

C. 

D. Open 1NV31A (NV Spray TO PZW ”A). 



1 Pt(s) A BLACKOUT has occurred on lE?'A. DiG ' 1A' failed to start due to an 
86N relay actuation. On Annunciator Panel 1AD-I 1, 'Battery EVCA 
Undervoltage' is in alarm. 

Per the Annunciator Response Procedure which one of the following 
addresses the Battery EVCA under voltage condi ion? 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Cross tie EVDB to EVDA. 

Cross tie EVDC to EVDA. 

Swap Battery Charger Connection box to 2EMMIH. 

Swap Battery Charger Connection box to 2EMX4. 



1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions and events: 

e 

e 

[;nit 2 has experienced a large break LOCA inside containment. 
EPL?/N5000~E-0 (Remtor Trip or Sufety Injection} is complete and 

the crew has transitioned to EP/2/Ai5000/B;R-Z. 1 (Response to High 
Containnien t Pressure). 
While checking Phase ‘B’ AVAC equipment in service, the RO 
notices that the ‘2A’ and ‘2B’ Containment Air Return Fans are not 
running. 

e 

W;hich one of the following describes the reason the fans are NOT m i n g  
and actions needed to start the fans? 

A. VX SYS CPCS TRAIN iVB INHIBIT status Bights are KAT9 
dispatch operator to local panels to potentiometer to actuate 
relays. 

VX SYS CPCS T U N  iVB INHIBIT status Bights are LIT, RO 
starts fans from c~ntrol  room switch. 

VX SYS CPCS TRAIN Aw INHIBIT status lights are DARK, 
dispatch operator to local panels to potentiometer to actaate 
relayS. 

VX SYS CPCS TRAIN A/B INHIBIT status l i g h  are DARK, 
dispatch operator to start fans from local panel on 767’ 
elevation. 

B. 

C. 

D. 



I Pt(s) Unit 2 is in Mode 6 ioading fuel. Given the foilowing piant a l m s :  

e 2EMF-3 ((lontuinment Refueling Bridgej Trip 2 almn. 
e 2EMF-4 (Spent Fuel Building BKnG) Trip 2 alarm. 
0 “MCQRE NST ROOM SUMP HI LEVEL” annunciator LE.  

Which one of the foilowing procedures should be implemented? 

A. Ml2IA/55OOl25 (Spent Fuel Damage) 

B. EPl2lA/5000I~-Z.3 (Response to IZigh ContainmeBt Radiation 
Level) 

APl2/A/550Ol4Q (Loss ofRefualing Canal Leveg 

API2/2/..3/5500l/88 (High Activity in Reactor Coolant) 

C. 

D. 

Ques-lOl9.doc 



1 Pt(s) IJnit 1 has just experienced a Loss of Offsite Power and (he Unit 1 Turbine 
has tripped. 

Which one of the following describes the effect this transient has on the 
Condenser Circulating Water @C) and Vacuum Priming (ZP) Systems? 

A. RC Waterbox Vacuum breaker valves remain c h e d  if all RC 
punmps trip, tu maintain vacuum in the RC piping. 

I C  Waterbox Vacuum breaker vdves open automatically if all 

RC Waterbox Vacuum breaker valves remain closed if ail RC 
pumps trip, to prevent thermal shocking of the RC piping. 

RC Waterbox Vacuum breaker valvcs open automatically if all 
RC pumps trip, to prevent water hammer of the RC piping. 

B. 
RC pumps trip, to pPeVent StgMCtMr3t ~06bpse O f  the R@ piping. 

C. 

D. 



I Pt(s) LJnit 2 has experienced a Steam Generator Tubc’Rupture (SGlX) on the 
‘ID’ S/G. The crew has completed EP/2/A/SOOO/E-O (Reactor Tr@ or 
Safety injection) and has entered EP/2/A/SOOO,’E-3 (Stcam Generator Tube 
Rupture). The crew is performing Step 4 in E-3, which directs the RB to 
close the MSIV and MSIV byass  valves on the RUPTURED S/G. When 
the CLOSE push button is depressed the valve does not close. 

Which one of the following describes the KVO step and the subsequent 
method of cooldown? 

A. 

B. 

Close MSIVs and MSIV bypass valves on remaining IhTACT 
S/Gs and use ALL PORVs to cool down. 

CAOX MSIVs and MSIV bypass valves: on remaining INTACT 
S/Gs and use INTACT S/6  PORVs to cool down. 

Ciose MSIVs and MSIV bypass valves ow INTACT ‘A’ and ‘R” 
S/Gs and coo8 down using PORV on RUPTURED S / G .  

Close MSIVs and MSHV bypass; valves on INTACT ‘B’ and ‘C’ 
S/Gs and cool down using condenser dump valves from 
RUPTURED SIG. 

C.  

D. 



I Pt(s) Unit 1 is beginning a cooldown to Mode 6 to enter a refueling outage. 

Which one of the following describes the: 

e 

e 

Tech Spec/SLC cooldown limits on the NC system and Pressurizer 
Reason why (ifmy) for the differences. 

A. Tech Spec cooldown limit for the NC System is 100 P hour. 
SLC cooldown limit for &e Pressurizer is 200 F /hour. 
NC System cooldown rate is more limiting doe to the decreaw in 
the nil ductility reference temperature as exposure to neutron 
fluence in creases. 

B. Tech Spec cooldown Limit for the NC: System is 100 P hour.  
SLC cooSdown limit for the Pressurizer is 60 ' F /hour. 
Pressurizer cooldown rate LT more limiting due to the effects of 
insureioutsurge. 

Tech Spec cooldown limit for the NC System is 100 P /hour 
SLC cooSdown limit for the Pressurizer is 60 ' F /hour 
Pressurizer cooldown rate is more limiting due to the concern 
for non ductile failure cfthe pressurizer metal. 

Tech Spec cooldown limit for the NC System 100 IF /hour. 
SLC couldown limit for the Pressurizer is 200 F /hour. 
NC System cooldown rate is more limiting doe to the increase in 
the nil ductiSity reference temperature as exposure to neutron 
Wuence increases. 

C. 

D. 

Ques-lO2O.doc 



1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions and events: 

e 

e 

Unit 1 is at 55% power when a Full ioad rejection occurs due to the 
loss of ‘1A’ and ‘lB’ Buslines. 
Main Turbine Impulse Pressure Channel 2 fails “AS IS”. 

Which one of the following describes the correct response of the s t e m  
dumps to this event‘? 

A. Error signal develops between auctioneered T a w  and Tref. 
Steam dunips open bo reduce T a w  until Tave = Tref. 

Error signal develops between auctioneered Tave and Tref 
Steam dumps open and Pave reduces to 3 degrees above Tref. 

No error signal developed between auctioneered Tave and “ref. 
Steam dumps do not open. 

Error signal develops between auctioneered T a w  and Tref 
Steam dumps do not open. 

B. 

C. 

D. 
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1 Pt@) Unit 1 is at 100% power when the contdling Pressurizer Pressure 
instrument fails HIGH. Per M/lN5500/11 (Pressurizer Pre.~sure 
Anomdies) the first action the operator must take is place “PZR PRESS 
CNTRL SELECT” switch to an operable cIianne1. 

What is the basis for this action? 

A. 

B. 

This failure causes BORVs 1NC-32B & 368 to open and a fast 
response is required to prevent a reactor trip on low pressure. 

This failure caasscs all the Pressurizer heaters to energize and a 
fast response is required to prevent a reactor trip on high 
pressure. 

This failure causes POW’ 1NC-34A and reactor coolant pump 
spray valves to open and a fast response is reqasired to prevent a 
reactor trip on low pressure. 

This failure causes the reactor cooEant pump spray valves to fail 
closed and the backup heaters to energize and a fast response is 
required to prevent a reactor trip on high pressure. 

C. 

D. 



1 Pt(s) EMF 59 (Equipment Staging Building Ventilation Monitor) is in ‘Trip 2’. 
Which one of the following describes the actions that occur as a result of the 
Trip 2 alarm? 

A. If VK (Equipment §tagi?tg Building Vent.) is in 6 6 A ~ t ~ ”  the 
supply fans will trip. 

If VK is in “Qnrr the supply fans will trip 

If VK is in “Au~o” the eXhauSt and supply fans will trip. 

If VK is in “On” the exhaust and supply Pans will trip. 

B. 

e. 
D. 

Ques-973.doc 



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 is operating at 100%, all control system components are in their 
normal configuration (1-2 position). The controlling pressurizer level 
channel slowly fails to sixteen percent (16%). Which one of the following 
describes the effect on the letdown valves? 

A. 2NV-BA, 2NV-457A, 2NV-458A NV-35A close, and Pzr heaters 
energize. 

B. 2NV-IA, 2NV-457A, 2NF7-458A, 2NV-35A close, and Pzr heaters 
de-energize. 

2NV24 2NV-457A, 2NV-45SA, 2NV-35A close and Pzr heaters 
energize. 

2NV2A, 2NV-457A, 2NV-45$A, 2NV-3§A c8osc and Pzr heaters 
&-energize. 

C. 

D. 



I PYS) Unit 1 is responding to a LQCA from a trip at &I1 power. Given the 
following events and conditions: 

B 

B 

e 

A safety injection occurred at 0200. 
FWST level reaches 33 in. at 0246. 
S;?, Sequencers, and Containment Spray have been reset for both trains. 
The 1A N S  pump has been successfurly swapped to the containment 
sump. 

e INS-IB (€3 NS Pump Suct From Con( Sump) will not open. 

Which one of the following is the reason 1KS-lR will not open? 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

BNI-184B (RB Sump to Train B ND & NS) is CLOSED 

“N’S S Y S  CBCS TRAIN B IKHHBIT” Bight LIT 

1KS-38B (B ND to KS Containment Outside I d )  is CLOSED 

1NS-38B (B ND to NS Containment Outside I d )  is OPEN 



1 

I 

I 

h i t  2 is in an outage. All the fuel is in the spent fuel pool. The spent fuel 
mol ventilation system is in normal system operation. A fuel shuffle is in 
)regress in the spent fuel pool. During the shuflle a fuel assembly is 
tccidentally damaged and 2EMF-42 (Fuel Building Ventilation Radiation 
\.lonitor) goes into Trip 2. 

Nhich one of the following describes the effect on spent fuel pool 
mntilation system as a result of 2EMF-42 in Trip 2. 

4. The VF supply and exhaust fans trip and the aster is placed in 
the filtration mode. 

The VP Filter Train Bypass Damper vabe closes and the Filter 
Train inlet and outlet open 

The VF system is autonmaticallly paaced in BYPASS MODE and 
the discharge dampers ope2 and supply dampers close 

The VF system is automatically placed in the FUEL 
HANDLING MODE OF OPEFUTION and the suppBy fans trip. 

%. 

2. 

3. 

____________sl_______________s__________~------------ 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is at 100% power when indications are received of a “1B’ Reactor 
Coolant Pump seal malfunction. APi’l!A/5500/08 (Malfunction of NC 
Pitnip) is implemented. 

Which one of the following conditions describes a number two seal failure? 

A. # 1 Seal Leak off flow - GOING DOWN 
NC Pump number 2 Seal Standpipe low level alarm - LIT 
NCDT input - STABLE, OW GOING DOWN 

# 1 Seal Leak off flow - GOING UP 
NC Pump number 2 Seal Standpipe high level alarm - LIT 
NCDT input - STABLE, OR GOING DOWN 

# 1 Seal Leak off flow - GQING DOWN 
NC Pump number 2 Seal Standpipe high level alarm - LIT 

B. 

C. 

NCDT input - GOING UP 

D. # 1 Seal Leak off flow - GOING UP 
NC Pump number 2 Sed1 Standpipe low level alarm - L.HT 
NCDT input - GOING UP 

74 



1 Pt(s) unit 2 was operating at 95%) power when the foilowing indications were 
observed: 

e 

e 

0 FWPTs speed going down 

e 

S/G Level Deviation Alarms for all S/Cis 

Feedflowi’Steamflow Mismatch A l m s  for all S/Gs 

All Feedwater control switches are in normal position 

Which one of the following correctly describes the failure affecting the main 
feedwater pumps‘? 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Steam header pressure transmitter f;pils IIIGEH. 

Steam header pressure transmitter fails LOW. 

Feedwater header pressure transmitter fails LOW. 

Feedwater pump &p program fails HIGH. 



1 Pt(s) The following conditions exist on Unit 2: 

100% power at 1180 M W e  

The valve positloner for atmospheric dump valve 2SV-30 fails. 

Control room indication shows the valve OPEN. 

B 

0 

e 

Which one of the following actions in AP/1N5500/01 (Steam Leak) 
correctly describes the FIRST direction from the SRO that will CLOSE the 
open atmaspheric dump valve? 

A. Instruct the RO to select “OFF RESET” on the STEAM DUMP 
%NTL BYPASS switches. 

Instruct RO to depress the ‘CLOSE’ pnshbotton ow the 
atmospheric dump valve control room switch. 

Instruct IAE to energize the P--82 solenoids to close the 
atmospheric dump valve. 

Dispatch operator to isolate air to %he atmospheric dump valve. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Ques-979.doc 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is holding at 60% power. Pressurizer level and pressi~re control are 
selected to the “3-2” position. Given the following conditions: 

m A leak develops on the low pressure (process) side of the transmitter 
for the controlling pressurizer level channel. 

Assuming no operator action, which one of the following statements 
correctly describes the effect of this failure on the Pressurizer level and 
pressure control systems? 

A. Indicated pressurizer level decreases, NV-238 (C/iarging Line 
F~QW Control) opens, actuid pressurizer level increases and 
pressure goes up. 

Indicated pressurizer level iucreases, NV-238 closes, actual 
pressurizer tevel decreases and pressure goes dow?n. 

Indicated pressurizer levell decreases, the pressurizer level 
master output decreases to increase level and pressure goes up. 

Indicated pressurizer level increases, the pressurizer levei 
master output increases to decrease level, and pressure goes 
dQWn. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

_s_____l__s__s__~__~_______I____________-- - - - -~~--~-~~-~--~-~~~~~~~-- -  



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 100% power when a leak bevelops in the tubes of the 
1B1 feedwater heater. 

U‘hic.h one of the following describes the automatic actions that occur on an 
‘EMERGENCY HIGH LEVEL’ in the 1R1 feedwater heater’? 

A. Ciose ALL ‘%” feedwater heater inlet steam isolations 
Close “B” bleed steam check valve 
Close ALL 1“ stage reheater steam vents 
Close ALL “A” heater normal drain valves 
 lose 1‘‘ stage reheater drain controt valves 
Open ALL “W” heater bleed steam drain valves 
Open 1’‘ stage purge valve €or 1B1 feedwater heater 

B. Close ALL “B” feedwater heater inlet steam isolations 
Close ALL “B” bleed steam check va%ve$ 
Close ALL 1‘‘ stage reheater steam vents 
Close ALL “A” heater normal drain valves 
Close 1” stage reheater drain control valves 
Close ALL “B7’ heater bleed steam drain valves 
Open znd stage purge valve for B B ~  feedwater heater 

C. Close “1BI” feedwater heater inlet steam isolation 
Close %” bleed steam check valve 
Open ALL 1’‘ stage reheater steam vents 
Open 1Al heater uorrnal drain valve 
Open ALE 1st stage drain control valves 
Open All “IP” heater bleed steam drain valves 
Open All 1” stage uB” heater purge valves 

D. Close ‘‘lB1” feedwrater heater inlet steam isolation valve 
Close “B” bleed steam check valve 
Close 1AB heater normal drain valve 
Close AU 1“ stage reheater steam vents 
<:lose I M  I” stage reheater drain control valve 
Open “W” heater bleed steam drain valves 
Open ALL 1” stage drain valves 



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 has experienced a Steam Line Break inside containment. 'I'he "2C" 
S/G has depressuri[ed to 100 psig and actual WiR level is approximately 
10%. 

Which one of the following describes the indicated "2C5 S/G W/R level 
response? 

A. S/G W/R level reference leg density decreases, actual d/p goes 
down, indicated S/G Bevel goes up. 
S/G W/K level reference lag density increases, actual d/p goes 
down, indicated S/G fevel goes down 

S/G W/R level reference leg density decreases, actual d/p goes 
up, indicated S/G level goes down 

S/G W/R level reference %eg density increases, actual d/p goes rap, 
indisated S/G level goes up 

B. 

C. 

D. 



1 Pt@) “ B ’ ~ r a i n  of essential equipment is in operation’on Unit I. 

While performing OP/I/A/6350/002 (Diesel Generator) with the “1A’ 
diesel running in parallel to the grid, the following sequence of events 
occurs: 

m Load is reduced on the diesel to 200KW in anticipation of opening 
the EMERGENCY breaker. 

The RO accidentally OPENS the normal feeder breaker fkom IATC. e 

Which one of the following describes the system response and the proper 
procedural response to deal with this situation? 

A. Degraded voltage is sensed on IETA and the BLACKOUT 
sequencer actuates, the crew mill use AIP/1/5500/07(I,oss of 
Electrical Power). 

The Diesel Generator Sequencer does not actuate, and the diesel 
generator assumcs the load ofthe bus. The operator uses 
OP/d/A/6350/002 to return to normal alignment. 

Undervoltage is sensed on IETA and the BLACKOUT 
sequencer actuates, the crew will use hP/ll/5500/07. 

The Diesel Generator BLACKQUT sequencer reeloses the 
breaker from BATC. Crew reloads the bus using 
AP/l/A/5500/09, Enclosure 1 (~WuimuulP,oadimg ofEmergency 
Bus). 

B. 

C. 

D. 



1 Pt(s) A work team ofhfaintenance and R.P. personnel have been dispatched to 
repack the seals on a pump. The work area around the pump is a 800 
rnreinihr High Radiation Area. The R.P. personnel are monitoring the 
Maintenance crew from a low dose area of 60 mreni~hr. 

Which one of the following work teams and estimated repair times would 
maintain worker exposure ALARA? 

A. 6 Maintenance and 3 RP. personnel (9 workers) working for 20 
minutes 

€3. 5 Maintenance ampd 2 R.P. personnel (7 workers) working for 30 
minutes 

C. 4 Maintenance and 2 RP. personnel (6 workers) working for P 
hour 

D. 2 Maintenance and 2 RP. personnel (4 workers) working for 2 
hours 

Ques-985.doc 



1 Pt(s) Level in the "2c" S/G is slowly increasing due to a failure of the Channel 1 
N/R SiG level transmitter. 

Which one of the foliowing describes the correct response of the S/G level 
control system to this failure'? 

A. The Wow, error will initially be greater than the level error. A 
1% level error will ilaitially produce a 3% valve position change. 

The Wow error will initially be greater than the Level error. 4 
1% level error will initially produce a 1% valve position change. 

The Bevel error will initially be greater than the f l o ~  error. A 
1% Level error will initially produce a 1% valve position change. 

The Bevel error will initially be greater than the flow, error. A 
1% level error will initially produce a 3% valve position change. 

B. 

C. 

D. 



1 Pt(s) The Diesel Generator DC Control Power Breaker for the “1A” D/G has 
failed and must be replaced by LZE. 
Which one of the following components is affected by this failure? 

A. DIG “1A” Diesel Fuel Oil Booster Pump 

B. DIG “1A” Speed Switches 

e. 
D. 

D/G .&lA” Battery Charger BEDGA 

D/G Y A ”  sump Pump conmtros Power 
______s__s__s__~_____s____s______l______---------------------------------~-----~~-~-- 



1 Ft(s) PCB 7 and PCB 8 are part of the 230 KV switchyard. Which one of the 
following describes the RO’s indication heishe has from the control room to 
monitor breaker position? 

A. Both PCB 7 and PCB 8 are on the OAC and Main Control 
Board 

BCB 7 and PCB 8 are ONLY available on the OAC 

Main Control Bosard indication ONLY for PCB 7 and OAC 
ONLY for PCB 8 

Main Control Board and OAC indication for PCB 8 and OAC 
indication only f5r PCB 7 

B. 

C. 

D. 

$9 



I’t(s) There has been a fire in the Unit 2 turbine building basement. The “A’ Main 
Fire Pump auto-started due to a low fire header pressure s lpal .  The fire 
brigade has extinguished the fire after forty-five minutes. 

“IA” and “1B” Jockey Pumps are ‘OFF’ 

“A” Main Fire Pump is running 

“Is” and “C” Main Fire I’umps are ‘OFF’ 

a 

W%ch one of the following descnbes the procedural process of recovering 
from a low fire header pressure and returning the Main Fire and Jockey 
pumps to noma1 alignment? 

A. Stop the “A9’ Main Fire Pump, place the Jockey pump to be 
started in “MAN”, and place the other Jockey pump in 
66START”. 

Stop the “A” Main Fire Pump, place the Jockey pump to he 
started in ‘START”, and place the other Jockey pump in 
“hl AN”. 

Place the Jockey pump to he started in “START”, the other 
Jockey pump in “MAN, and stop the Main Fire Pump. 

Place the Jockey Pump to be started in “MAN”, ‘‘START99 the 
Jockey Pump selected to “MAN”, and stop the “A” Main Wire 
Pump. 

8. 

6‘. 

D. 

__s__s______________--------------------------------------~--~~-~~~~----~---~-~-~ 



I Pt(s) U’hich one of the following describes the autornaric operation of 1KC-122 
(KC Surge Ihnk I’ent Valve)? 

A. BEMF-46A (B) in Trip 1 alarm will cause the vent to close; when 
the alarm dears the valve will awtomatically reopen (the 
“OPEN” position seals in). 

BEMF-46A (B) in Trip 2 alarm mill cause the vent to close; when 
the alarm clears the valve will automatically re-open (the 
“OPEN” position seals in). 

LEMF-46A (B) in Trig 1 alarm will cause the vent to close and 
the “CI,QSE” positions seals in; the valve must be locally re- 

lEMF-46A (B) iaa Trip 2 alarm will cause the vent to close and 
the “CH,OSE” positions seals En; the valve must be locally re- 
opened. 

B. 

@. 

opened. 

D. 

_________________I____s______s__s_s_s___~~-------~~-~~-~~--~-~~---- 
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1 Pt(s) Which one of the following describes the pow& supply alignment during a 
BLACKOUT or SAFETY INJECTIOK for the following containment 
cooling fans? 

A. On a BLACKOUT the VU Fans (on the affected bus) sta& on a 
SAFETY INJECTIQN the VU Fans (on the affected bus) are 
shunt tripped OFF. 

On a BLACKOUT the VI, Fans (on the affected bus) are shunt 
tripped OFF, (PQ a SAFETY INJECTION the VI, Fans (on the 
affected bus) start and run in low speed. 

On a BLACKOUT the VR Fans (on the affwted bus) swap to 
EMERGENCY power, OQ a SAFETY INJECTION the VR Fans 
(on the affected bus) are shunt tripped OFF. 

On a BLACKOUT the RA Pans (on the affected bus) are shunt 
tripped OFF, on a SAFETY INJECTION the RA Fans (on the 
affected bus) start. 

B. 

C. 

D. 



1 Ft(s) During the delivery of chlorine gas cylinders on'sitc a cylinder fell from the 
truck and ruptured. All control room VC intakes closed except IVC-9A and 
IVC-1 II3 which were mechanically bound and failed to close completely. 
Chlorine gas has entercd the control room. AP/llA;5500117 (Loss of 
Control Room) has been implemented on both IJnits. 

As SRO, which one of the following describes your instructions (per 
AlJ/17)? 

A. Direct one RO to the reactor trip breakers and immediately trip 
the reactor. Direct one operator to the front standard ofthe 
main turbine and standby. 

Direct one RO to the reactor trip breakers and standby. Direct 
one operator to the front standard of the main turbine and 
immediately trip the turbine. 

Direct one RO to the reactor trip breakers and immediately trip 
the reactor. Direct one operator to the front standard of the 
main turbine and immediately trip the turbine. 

Direct one RO to the reactor trip breakers and standby. Direct 
one operator to the front standard of the main turbine and 
standby. 

63. 

C. 

D. 

43 



1 Ptjs) Unit 2 is operating at 100% power with ail rods but. Given the following 
events and conditions: 

Control Rod ‘I€-8’ drops into the core. 
AP/2/Ai5500/14 (Rod Conirol Malfinciion), Enclosure 1 (Response to 
Dropped Rod) has being implemented. 
Control Rod ‘1-1-8’ has been pulled 150 steps off the bottom of the core. 
Rod ‘K-13’ drops into the corc. 

b 

0 

Which one of the following statements correctly describes the operator’s 
response to this event? 

A. Continnus withdrawal of rod “-8’. 

B. GO TO AP/ll/A/5500/38 (Emergency Borntion) 

C. Return to Step one (1) ofAP//1/A/5500/14. 

D. Trip the reactor and GO TQ E-0 (Reactor Tr@//sfe@ Hitjestion) 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 has experienced a 50% nuiback due to the loss ofBusline 1A. 
hp/li.k5500/03 Load Rejection has been impkmcnted and the Immediate 
Actions have been completed. Based on the indicated Power Mismatch 
(PMM) and Temperature Mismatch (TiMM). which one of the following 
correctly describes rod movement? 

A. BMM = 0, TMM = +4. 
Rods OUT at 40 steps per minute 

B. PMhl= -4, TMM = 0. 
Rods IN at 40 steps per minute 

c. PMM = +3, TMM = +3. 
Rods OUT at 72 steps per minute 

D. PMM = +1.5, TMM = +1.5. 
Rods IN at 8 steps per minute 



1 w4 During the process of implementing a Ternporar); Modification (‘TM) 
affected drawings are notated to refer the Operators to the appropriate TM 
package. 

Which one of the following describes the process for notating a TemporariIy 
Modified on the drawing in the control room? 

A. Flow diagrams and eiectrical one line drawings MUST always 
be red-marked tu reflect the temprary  modification. 

Flow diagrams and electrical one Bine drawings should NOT be 
red-marked to reflect the temporary modification. 

Flow diagrams MUST be red-marked to reflect the temporary 
modification, ekctrical one line drawings should NOT be red 
marked to reflect the temporary modification. 

Plow diagram should NOT be red-marked tu reflect the 
temporary modification, ekctrical owe line drawings MUST be 
red marked to reflect the temporary modification. 

B. 

C. 

D. 



1 Pqs) Which one ofthe following would require the use nfan  R&R for managing 
configuation control? 

A. Troobleshooting activities and needed to meet the intent ofa 
procedure and is within the original system design. 

Long term system alignments and needed to meet the intent of a 
procedure and is within the original system design 

An alternate component or alignment which it NOT within the 
original design and intent ofthe system is desired. 

The use of an alternate component or alignment is needed to 
meet the intent of a procedure and is within the original system 
design. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

_l____s____ls__slsl_-~~--~--------~-------~-----------~-~~~----~~-~~-~ 



1 Pt(s) Which one of the following must the Control Room SRO ensure prior to 
authorizing a Liquid Waste Release from the Waster Monitor Tank (WMT)? 

A. 

B. 

C. 

A source check has been performed on EMF-44. 

The required number of RC pumps is in operation. 

The %ecommended Release Kate” is equal to the “Allowable 
Retease Rate”. 

The 66Expected CPM of EMF 4 C  and the ‘‘EMF 44 Trip 1 
Setpoint” are less than the “EMF 44 Trip 2 Setpoint” 

D. 

Ques-999.dcc 



1 Pt(s) Which one of the following is a correct list of SAI'TETY LIMITS? 

A. Thermal Power, Rc:s Highest b o p  Taw and Pressurizer 
Pressure. 

Thermal Power, AFD, Pressurizer Pressure. 

AFD, QPTR and Reactor Power. 

Linear Meat Generatio5 Rate, Thermal Power and QPTR. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Ques-99 1 .doc 
9 9  
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1 Pt(s) Which one of the following is the power supplyto the “2R” Safety Injection 
Pump? 

A. lETB 

B. 1EMXB 

c. 2ETB 

D. 2 E M m  

Ques-990.doc 



1 Pt(s) IJnit 1 is heating up in Mode 4 with NCS temperature at 230°F. 

Which one of the following conditions would violate containment integrity 
if the condition existed for 42 hours in the current mode? 

REFERENCES PROVIDED 

A. 

B. 

1KP-122 (Fw6 Transfer Tube) is known to be leaking by its seat. 

lRRT-253A (RB Non ESS Sup Cont Inside Isol) failed its stroke- 
timing test, but can be closed from the control room. 

1KC-429B (Rr Bldg Drain Hdr Cont Inside Ison power supply 
has failed, and is clased. 

C. 

D. lF'Q-IA (Cont Air Re1 Imide I s d )  has: its air supply removed 
and has failed closed. 



1 Pt(s; Unit 1 was conducting a reactor startup following a refueling outake. Given 
the following conditions during the reactor startup: . N-31 indicates 2 .1~10~  cps 

N-32 indicates 2 . 0 ~ 1 0 ~  cps 
N-35 indicates 5.5~10.” mips . N-36 indicates 1 . 0 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ ~  amps 

= Rods are in manual with no rod motion 
’ SR and IR NIs are slowly increasing . T,, is holding steady 

Which one of the following best explains the indications’? 

A. 

B. 

C. 

1). 

N-35 compensating voltage is set too high 

N-35 compensating voltage is set too I o n  
N-36 compensating voltage is set too high 

N-36 compensating voltage is set too low 
........................................................................................... 

Ques-037.2.doc 



1 Pt(s) LJtiit 1 was responding in E-1 (Loss ofReactor or Secondaty Coolurzt) to 
sniali bre;ik LOCA. 

Given the following parameters at the indicated times: 

Parameter 
NCS pressure (psig) 
Core exit T/C temp (T) 
T wc (W 
Tho, ( O F )  

.rcDld YF) 
Pressurizer level (70) 
Containnient pressure (psig) 

02W ~ 0205 
1509 1550 
576 584 
567 569 
570 574 
563 5 64 
10% 19%: 
0.7 0.9 

- 0210 
1600 
586 
572 
57s 
566 
28% 
1.1 

- 

CA flow to all 4 §/Cis exceeds 450 gpm from 0200 to 0210. 

What is the earljest time (if any) does adequate subcooling exist such that 
the operators can tramition to ES-1.1 (Sqfev Itqecticin Termination)'! 

RELFEREXCES PROVIDED 

A. Trdnsition to ES-1.1 at 2:oO 

B. Transition to FS-1.1 at 205  

Ques-0%. 1 .doc 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 has experiened a 1.0~s of All AC Power. EP/I/A/5000/ECA-0.0 
(Loss of All AC Power) is in effect. The attempted start of the Standby 
Make-up Pump was unsuccessful. The crew is at Step 24 of ECA 0.0. This 
step directs the crew to “Depressiirize intact S/Gs FU 2ZOpsig”. Prior to Step 
24 of ECA-0.0 there is a NOTE that reads: 

“Pzr level may lie lost arid reactor vessel head voidirig tmzy occur due eo 
depressurization of the S/Gs. Depressurization should not be stopped to 
prevent these occiirrences.” 

Which one of the following describes the bases for this caution? 

A. Si& should be depressurized to allow the establishment of 
natural circulation. 

Reducing NC pressure and temperature maximizes NCP sed 
life. 

S/Gs should be depressurized to allow more CA fluw to help 

Reducing NC pressure and temperature minimiies NC 
inventory loss out of the seals. 

R. 

C. 

D. 
With COOkbWn. 

_____=_____________________________.____--------------------------------~-~~-~~-~~--- 



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 has just tripped as a result of a loss of offsite power. The. following 
plant conditions exist: 

* “2A’ D/G failed to start 

“2B” D/G started and loaded bus 2ETB 

Four rods fail to fully insert into the core. 

Reactor Trip Breaker “2B” is ciosed. 

Intermediate Range SUR is 7ERO 
Pressurizer pressure is 2 150 psig and slowly clecreasing 

Containment pressure is .4 psig and slowly increasing. 

EP/2/N5000/E-O (Recictor Tr@ or Safity Injection) has been entered. 

Based on the above conditions which one of the following would be the 
correct procedure flow path? 

A. 

R. 
C. 

D. 

APfYM5500107 (Loss of Electrical Power) 

Stay in E-0 (Reactor Trip or Safety Injection) 

C;O TO EP/2lM5OOO/ES-O.l (Reactor Trip Response) 

GO TO EP/2/N5000/FH-S.1 (Response to Nuclear Generation) 

Ques-1001.doc 



1 Pt(s) Unit I is in the proccss of starting up after a refueling outage. Which one of 
the following describes the major actions required to establish a bubble in 
the pressurizer? 

Fill the Pressuriwr and: 

A. Energize all Pressurizer heaters 
When Pressurizer temperature reaches saturation increase 
letdonn flow to 120 gpm. 
Decrease charging flow to minimum 

B. Energize all Pressurizer heaters 
When Pressurizer temperature reaches saturation increase 
letdown flow to 100 gpm. 
Decrease charging flow to minimum. 

C. Energize only A,B and D Pressurizer heaters 
When Pressurizer temperature reaches saturation increase 
letdown flow to 120 gpm. 
Decrease charging flow to minimum 

Ques-IOO2.doc 



I Pt(S) Unit 1 h a  just experienced a Safety Injection due to a failed open 
Pressurizer F0we.r Operated Relief Valve (PORV). During the process of 
implementing EP/l/A/5000E-0 (Reactor Trip Sufrty injection). the S1‘A 
notices that Tmin “B” of Phase ‘A’ did not actuate automatically. Which 
one of the following describes the communication process that should take 
place to ensure Phase ‘A’ Train “B” is actuated? 

A. The STA should directly tell the BOP to actuate Train “U” of 
Phase ‘A’. 

The STA should directly tell the Control Room SRO to instruct 
the BOP to actuate Train “B” of Phase ‘A’* 
The STA should tell the OSM who will instruct the Control 
Room SRO to tell the BOP to actuate Train “B” of Phase ‘A’. 
The STA should tell the OSM and Control Room SRO that 
hdshe (the STA) is going to actuate Train “B” of Phase ‘A’. 

B. 

C. 

D. 



. .  __.__.I. 

1 I’t(s) LJnit 1 has experienced a 50% load rejection which resulted in Control Bank 
“D’ Group 1 being greater than 12 steps misaligned from its associated step 
counter. Tech Spec 3.1.4 Rod Control Group Alignment Limits states: 

“All shutdown wid control rods shull be OPERABLE; with crll individuul 
indicated rod positioners within12 steps of their group step counter demund 
position ”. 
Which one of the following is the biisis for this Tech Spec? 

A. Ensure SDM limits are maintained and QlPTR is maintained 
within limits. 

Ensure power distribution and SDM limits are preserved. 

Ensure QPTR is maintilined within limits and rod alignments 
are correct. 

Ensure AFD is maintained and limit power distribution. 

H. 
e. 

D. 

Ques-1004.doc 



1 Pt(s) During RCCA Movement Testing, a ‘ROD CONTROL IJRGENT 
FAILURE’ annunciator alamis. 

IAE investigates and reports that two control rods are untrippable. 

Which one of the following describes the Action Statement per Tech Specs? 

A. Within one (1) hour verify SDM is within the limits of the COLR 
AND Be in Mode 3 in six (6) hours 

Initiate boration to restore SDM to within limits AND Be in 
Mode 3 in four (4) hours. 

Within one (1) hour verify SDM is within the limits of the COLR 
OR Be in Mode 4 in six (6) hours 

Initiate horation to restore SDM to within limits OR Be in Mode 
4 in four (4) hours 

B. 

C. 

D. 



1 R(s) An NLO has been dispatched to recirculate the Ventilation Unit Condensate 
Drain Tank (VIJCDT) in preparation for doing a release. As recirculation is 
being established, the 1EMF-44 flow meter ruptures and ‘ 1 E M F 4  LOSS 
OF SAMPLE FLOW’ annunciator alamis. 

Which one of the following describes the reason for this incident? 

A. 

R. 

(3. 

B. 

Both Unit 1 VUCBT pumps were simultaneously started. 

1WL-359 (WCDTPurnp Recirc Throttle) was opened tuu far 
and too much flow was initiated. 

Radwaste Chemistry failed to open 1WM-222 (VUCDT to RC 
Disch Hdr). 

1WL-359 was not throttled prior to VUCDT pump start. 



1 Pt(5) A Unit 1 reactor trip results in an autnstivt of the #1 Turbine Driven 
Auxiliary Feedwater (#1 TDCA) Pump. 

Which one of the following describes the design feature that provides for 
initiation of cooling water to the #I Turbine Driven CA Pump turbine 
bearing oil cooler‘? 

A. Nuclear Service Water (RN) flow from the RN Essential Header 
is initiated upon autostart when the RN cooling water supply 
valve to the #1 TDCA Pump turbine oil cooler automatically 
opens. 

As the #1 TDCA Pump starts and rolls up to speed, Auxiliary 
Feedwater (CA) from the pump’s own discharge piping begins 
to flow through the #I TDCA Pump turbine oil cooler and is 
returned to the pump’s suction. 

Component Cooling Water (KC) flow from the KC Essential 
Header is initiated upon autostart when the KC cooling water 
supply valve to the #1 TDCA Pump turbine oil cooler 
automatically opens. 

No cooling water from any source is supplied to either the #1 
TDCA Pump’s turbine or pump bearings. ‘Oilers’ with level 
sightglasses are checked by Nom-Licensed Operators on their 
rounds. 

R. 

C. 

D. 

______s_________________________s__s____--------------------------------------------------- 



1 Pt(s) Given the folhwing events and conditions: 

e 

e 

Unit 1 is operating at 37% power. 
Control Bank ‘D’ Rods are at 180 steps withdrawn 
All control systems are in automatic. 
An electrical fault trips the ‘ID’ Reactor Coolant Pump 

Which one of the following describes the prompt effects for ‘D’ LOOP 
ONLY on the primary and secondary sides of the plant? 

SIG Press DeltaTSJG Level 
. _ s ~  

Tave - 
A. Increase Increase No Effect Decrease 

B. Decreaw No Effect Decrease Decrease 

C. Increase Increase No Effect Increase 

I). Decrease No Effect Decrease Increase 



1 Pt(s) Given the following events and conditions: 

* 
0 

Unit I has experienced a Large Break LOCA 
Containment Pressure increased to 5 PSIG. 
NS system automatically started and reduced containment pressure 
to less than 0.35 PSIG. 
N S  is secured (NS pumps stopped and NS discharge valves closed). 
NS has not been ‘RESET’. 
Containnient pressure returns to 1.1 PSHG. 

Which one of the following describes the response of the NS system to the 
subsequent containnient pressure increase‘! 

A. NS pump discharge valves will open at 0.35 PSIG and the NS 
pumps will auto start at 0.35 PSIG. 

NS pump discharge valves will open at 0.8 PSIG and the NS 
pumps will auto start at 1.0 PSIG. 

NS pump discharge vaives will open at 0.35 WIG and the NS 
pumps will auto start at 0.8 PSIG. 

NVS pump discharge valves will open at 0.8 PSIG and the NS 
pumps will auto start at 3 .0  PSIG. 

3. 

C. 

B. 

___s._______________--------------------~~-~~-~~-~---------~-~~-~~-~-~~-~~-~~-------~ 

Ques-1009.doc 



1 R(S) Given the following events and conditions: 

E 

E 

* 
e 

E 

Unit 1 is approaching Mode 5 to replace a leaking Pressurizer POKV 
NC Cooldown is in progress 
‘A’ ‘I’rain ND is in the RWR mode. 
‘A’ Train KC is in service at Inaximuni design flow 
‘A‘ Train RN is in service 
‘1Al’ KC Punip breaker trips (Overcurrent Relay:) 

Which one of the following describes the effect on the cooldown rate? 

A. No effect on the Reactor Coolant System or Reactor Coolant 
System heatup rate. 

No effect on the Reactor Coolant System, the KC System begins 
to heat up. 

The Reactor Coolant System cooldown rate decreases as the KC 
System heats up. 

The KC System only begins to heat up, but the ND System 
maintains a stable Reactor Coolant System cooldown rate. 

B. 

C. 

I). 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - * - - - - ~ - - - - - - - = ~ - ~ ~ - ~ “ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ -  



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 was responding in E-1 (Loss qf Reactor or Secondary Coolmt) to 
small bre& LOCA. The crew has just completed Step 8.f when the OATC 
obscncs the following parameters: 

Given the following parmeters at the indicated times: 

Parameter - \‘due 
NCS pressure (psig) 1650 

* Core exit T/C temp (“F) 586 
* ‘Iave (OF) 572 
0 -rhOt (*F) 578 

Tcoid (“F) 566 
Pressurizer level (Ti) 284% 

CA flow to all 4 S/Gs exceeds 450 gpm 

Which one of the following is the crew’s next required action’? 

* Containment pressure (psig) 1.1 

REFERENCES PROVIDED 

A. 

R. 

Remain in E-1, stop NS pumps 

Trdn§itiOn to ES-1.2 (Post LOCA Cooldown and 
Despressurization) 

Transition to ES-1.1 (Safe@ Injection Termination) 

Remain in E-1, return to step 7 

C. 

D. 



I R(s) IJnit 1 is responding to a small break LOCA using E-1 (Loss ofRrucfor or 
Secondary Coolmt). Given the following events and conditions: 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

The crew determines that a transition to ECA- 1.2 @OCA Outside 
Conruinmenf) is required. Which one of the following actions of ECA-1.2 
reduces exce.ssive Ievels of radiation and guard against personnel exposure? 

A. 

FWST Level indicate.s 340 inches 
Containment pressure indicates 1.5 psig 
Containment Sump ImeI indicates 1.05 ft 
E M F 4 1  (AUX BLDG VEMfZUTION) is in Trip 2 a l m  
Aun Building area radiation monitors are in alarm 
EMF-51A and R (CONTAINMENf TRNA Cfi B) indicates 25 M-Ir 
Hydrogen Analyzer indicates 0.7%’ in containment 
NLO’s report significant leakage at the seals of the “1A” ND pump 

Monitor 1EMF-41 (AUX BLDG VENTILATION) 

B. 

C. 

Dispatch NLO to energize Hydrogen Recombiners 

SecuR \’A (Aux. Bldg. Ventilation System) to limit airborne 
contamination. 



1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions and events: 

* 

* 
* 

Unit 1 has a very small S/G tube leak on S/G ‘ IC’. 
Chemistry reports the leak is ,075 gpm. 
IEMF-73 (Unit 1 Steam Line ‘IC’ Monitor) is in Trip 1 alarm 
IEMF-33 (Unit 1 Condenser Air Ejector) is in Trip 1 alarm. 

Which one of the following correctly describes how the flowpath for 
dilution of the Steam Set Air Ejector (SJAE) exhaust is changed in response 
to this Ieak? 

A. No effects on SJAE exhaust alignment for dilution flowpath or 
EMF(s). 

SJAE exhaust dilution is swapped to discharge to the Auxiliary 
Building Ventilation (VA) Filtered Exhaust and diluttd with VA 
to the Unit Vent. 

All Unit 1 and Unit 2 VA Filtered Exhaust Fans (V.4-FXF) and 
all Unit 1 and Unit 2 Unfiltered Exhaust Fans (VA-UXF) are 
started to dilute the SJAE exhaust to the IJnit Vent(@. 

Unit 2 VA Supply Fans are secured and all Unit 1 and Unit 2 VA 
is routed to the Unit 1 Unit Vent to dilute the SJAE exhaust. 

B. 

C. 

D. 



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 has experienced a Stearn Generator Tube Rupture on S / G  ’2B’. The 
operators are curre.ntly in EW2/A/S000/E-3 (Steam Generator Tube 
Rupture). The NC System has been cooled down such that core exit T/Cs are 
less than required based upon the n1pture.d S/G pmsure. ‘2B’ S/G Narrow 
Range level indicates 100%. The operators xe performing step 20, 
“Ikpressurize the NC System”. 

Which one of the following operational implications of E-3 has the most 
effect on primary-to-secondq leak rate and NC System pressure. drop while 
maintaining NC subcooling? 

A. Initiate NC Depressurization using maximum available Pzr 
spray flow. 

Depressurize the NC System by opening one NC Pzr POW. 

Depressurize the NC System by opening all NC Pzr PORVs. 

Open lKV-21A (NV Spray To PZR Isol). 

B. 
C. 

D. 

Ques-lC14.doc 



1 Pt(s) A BLACKOtJT has occurred on IETA. D/G ‘1A’ failed to start due to an 
S6N relay actuation. On Annunciator Panel 1AD-I 1, ‘Battery EVCA 
Undervoltage’ is in d m .  

Per the Annunciator Response Procedure which one of the following 
addresses the Battery EVCA under voltage condition? 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Cross tie EVDB to EVDA. 

Cross tie EVDC to EVDA. 

Swap Battery Charger Connection box to 2EMXH. 

Swap Battery Charger Connection box to 2EMX.4. 



1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions and events: 

* 
Unit 2 has experienced a large break LOCA inside containment. 
EP/2/N5000/E-0 (Reuctor Trip or Safety Injection) is complete and 

the crew has transitioned to EP/2/AlS(H)O/FR-Z. 1 (Response to High 
Containment Pressidre). 
While checking Phase 73’ HVAC equipment in service, the KO 
notices that the ‘2A’ and ‘2B’ Containmnent Air Retuni Fans are. not 
running. 

* 

Which one of the following describes the reason the fans are NOT running 
and actions needed to start the fans? 

REFERENCE PROVZDED 

A. VX SYS CPCS TRAIN Ais INHIBIT status lights are LIT, 
dispatch operator to local panels to potentiometer to actuate 
relays. 

VX SYS CPCS TRAIN NB INHIBIT status lights are LIT, KO 
starts fans from control room switch. 

VX SI’S CPCS TRAIN A/B INHIBIT status lights are DARK, 
dispatch operator to local panels to potentiometer to actuate 
relays. 

VX SYS CPCS TRAIN iVB INHIBIT status lights are DARK, 
dispatch operator to start fans from local panel on 767’ 
elevation. 

B. 

C. 

D. 



- 

1 Pth)  [Jnit 2 is in Mode 6 loading fuei. Given the following plant alarms: 

EMF-3  (Containment Rejieiteling Bridge) Trip 2 alami. 
2EMF-4 (Spent Fuel Building BRDG) Trip 2 alarm. 

e “INCORE INST ROOM SUMP HI LEVEL annunciator LIT. 

Which one of the following procedures should be implemented? 

A. APl2!N§S0012S (Spent Fuel Damage) 

B. EP/2lN50001FR-Z.3 (Response to High Containment Radiation 
Level) 

APl2lNSSoO140 (Loss of Refueling Canal Level) 

APl2lNS500/18 (High Artivity in Reactor Coolant) 

C. 

D. 

Ques-lOl7.doc 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 has just experiencsd a Loss of Offsite Power and the Unit 1 Turbine 
has tripped. 

Which one of the following describes ths effect this transient has on the 
Condenser Circulating Water (RC) and Vacuum Priming (ZP) Systems'? 

A. RC Waterbox Vacuum breaker valves remain dosed if all RC 
pumps trip, to maintain vacuum in the RC piping. 

RC Waterbox Vacuum breaker valves open automatically if all 
RC pumps trip, to prevent structural collapse of the KC piping. 

RC Waterbox Vacuum breaker valves remain closed if all RC 
pumps trip, to prevent thermal shocking of the RC piping. 

RC Waterbox Vacuum breaker valves open automatically if all 
RC pumps trip, to prevent water hammer of the RC piping. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ _ ~ _ _ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - = - - = - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ - - - -  



1 Pt(s) IJnit 2 has experienced a Steam Gencrator Tube Rupture (SGTR) on the 
‘ID’ S/G. The crew has comnpleted EI’/2/A/5000/€-0 (Reactor Trip or 
Safe@ Injection) and has entered EP/2/A/5000/€-3 (Steutn Generator Tube 
Rupture). The crew is performing Step 4 in E-3, which directs the RO to 
dose the MSIV and MSIV bypass valves on the RUPTURED S/G. When 
the CLOSE push button is depressed the valve does not close. 

Which one of the fdowing describes the TWO step and the subsequent 
nie.thod of cooldown? 

A. Close MSIVs and MSIV bypass valves on remaining INTACT 
SlGs and use A I L  PORVs to cool down. 

Close MSIVs and MSIV bypass valves on remaining INTACT 
SlGs and use INTACT S/G PORVs to cool down. 

Close MSIVs and MSIV bypass valves on INTACT ‘A’ and ‘B” 
SlGs and cool down using P O W  on RUPTURED S/G. 

Close MSIVs and MSIV bypass valves on INTACT ‘B’ and ‘C’ 
S/Gs and cool down using condenser dump valves from 
RUPTUKEI) S/G. 

B. 

@. 

D. 

Ques-1019.dcc 



1 Pt(S) Unit 1 is beginning a cooldown to Mode 6 to enter a refueling outage 

Which one of the following describes the: 

0 

* 
Tech Spec/SLC cooldown iimits on the NC system and Pressurizer 
Reason why (if 'my) for the. differences. 

A. Tech Spec cooldown limit for the NC System is 100 * F /hour. 
SLC cooldown limit for the Pressurizer is 200 F hour. 
NC System c d d o n n  rate is more limiting due to the decrease in 
the nil ductility reference temperature as exposure to neutron 
fluence in creases. 

B. Tech Spec cooldown limit for the NC System is 1OQ " F hour.  
SLC cooldown limit for the Pressurizer is 60 ' F hour.  
Pressurizer cooldown rate is more limiting due to the effects of 
insurdoutsurge. 

Tech Spec cooldown limit for the NC System is 100 F Aiour 
SLC cooldown limit for the Pressurizer is 60 " F h o u r  
Pressurizer cooldown rate is more limiting due to the concern 
for non ductile failure of the pressurizer metal. 

Tech Spec cooldown limit for the NC System 100 F hour.  
SLC coddown limit for the Pressurizer is 200 P /hour. 
NC System cooldown rate is more limiting due to the increase in 
the nil ductility reference temperature as exposure to neutron 
fluence increases. 

C. 

D. 

__________._____________________________--------------------------------------------- 

Ques-lOZO.doc 



1 Pt(s) Given the following conditions and events: 

e Unit 1 is at 55% power when a Full load rejection occurs due to the 
loss of ‘1A’ and “3’ Buslines. 
Main Turbine Impulse Pressure Channel 2 fails “AS IS”. e 

Which one of the following describes the correct response of the steam 
dumps to this event‘? 

A. Error signal develops between auctioneered Tave and Tref. 
Steam dumps open to reduce Taw until Tave = Tref. 

Error signal develops between auctioneered Taw and Tref 
Steam dumps open and Tave reduces to 3 degrees above Tref. 

No error signal developed between auctioneered Tave and Tref. 
Steam dumps do not open. 

Error signal develops between auctioneered Tave and Tref 
Steam dumps do not open. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

________________________________________--------------------------------~~-~~-~~-~~-. 



1 R(s) A worker is preparing to enter a ‘High Radiation Area’ to work on a valve in 
the reactor building. During the pre-job briefing, RP states that the expected 
whole body radiation levels are as follows: 

0 

0 

0 

How should the area around the valve be classified? 

A. 

B. 

Dose rate in the center of the room = 100 nlrem/hr 
Dose rate 18 inches from valve = 200 mnretn/hr 
Contact reading = 1100 nmm/hr 

The room is a ‘Radiation Area’; the valve is a HOT SPOT 

The rwm is a ‘High Radiation Area’; valve is NOT a HOT 
SPOT 

Ques-fZ5.l.doc 



1 Pt(s) Today, you. are directed to complete a valve lineup on Unit lin accordance 
with enclosure 4.10 to OP/l/A/6200/005, Spent Fuel Cooling System. The 
controlled copy of the. proce.dure has a restricted change noted for vdve 
1KF-145. This normally open valve has bccn locked open in accordance. 
with a special order that remains in effect until October lst. 

Which one of the following statements describes the correct action needed to 
validate your working copy of the procedure? (Your copy of the procedure 
is in other respects identical to the controlled copy.) 

A. Replaee your working copy a i th  an updated procedure printed 
from the NEDL system. 

B. Annotate the working copy writh a pen and ink change for the 
vaive position for 1KF-145; change to "Locked Open", annotate 
the restricted change number and initial the change. 

Annotate the working copy with just the restricted change 
number (as a cross reference) next to the 1KF-145 line item, and 
initial the change. 

Use the working ropy as is since restricted changes of this nature 
are not requirtd to he written into working copies. 

C. 

D. 

~ _ _ . ~ _ ~ ~ _ _ . _ _ ~ _ _ ~ _ _ _ - ~ - - - * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~  



1 Pt(s) IJnit 1 was operating at 100% power when a total loss of feedwater 
occurred. The operators reached Step 7 of FR-H. 1 fResponst to Loss of 
Secoiidnry Heut Sink), which attempts to establish CA flow to at least one 
S/G. Sub-step 7.k states: 

Maintain feed jlow rate less than or equal 
GPM until S/G WR leirel is greater than 12% (17% 
ACC). 

I O U  

Given the following conditions: 

Loor, A Loup R Loor, c Loor, D 
S/c;(WR)[%] 0 15 9 10 
NCTH”~ [“FI 150 555 530 545 

e 

e 

Which one of the following statements correctly describe.s the bases for the 
restrictions for restoring feedwater flow following feed and bleed in FR-H. l?  

A. 

Containment pressure is 3.4 psig 
The TD CA pump is available to feed the S/Gs 

Restore flow to the ‘A’ SIC: because loop ‘A’ T-hot k the lowest 
of the Loops and this will reduce the chance of thermal shocking 
the SIG. Flow should not be restored to the ‘R’ and ‘C’ SI& 
because they will be reserved for use later to provide a steam 
supply for the TD @A pump. 

Restore flow to the ‘B’ S/G because ‘B’ S/G level is the highest 
and this will reduce the chance of thermal shocking the S/G. 
Plow should be preferentially restored to the ‘R’ or  ‘C’ SIC: to 
maintain the TD CA pump steam supply. 

Restore flow to the ‘C’ SIC: because loop ‘C’ T-hot is less than 
loop ‘R’ T-hot and this will reduce the chance of thermal 
shocking the S/G. Flow should be preferentially restored to the 
‘B’ or  ‘C’ S/G to maintain the TD CA pump steam supply. 

B. 

C. 

D. Restore flow to the ‘D’ SIC, because the ‘D’SIG is higher than 
‘A’ S/G level, which will reduce the risk of thermal shock. Flow 
should not be restored to the ‘R’ and ‘C’ S/Gs because they will 
be reserved for use later to provide a steam supply for the ‘I’D 
CA pump. ........................................................................................... 



1 Ptis) Unit 1 was conducting a plant stat up. At 1% power, an instrument 
malfunction caused ai inadvertent reactor trip. Given the following 
indications: 

e 

Two rod bottom lights are NOT lit 
Reactor trip and bypass breakers are open 
1~ anips = 2x10 * 
R SUR = -0.3 DPM * 

Which cine of the following response actions is required? 

A. Implement APl14, (Control Rod Misalignment) and respond to 
the stuck rds .  

B. Implement E-Q. (Reactor Trip or Safe@ Injection), and 
immediately transition to FR-S.2, (Response to I m s  of Core 
Shutdown). 

Implement E-Q, (Reactor Trip or Safety Injection) and 
immediately transition to FR-S.1, (Response to Nuclear Bower 
Generatiuni’A TWS) .  

C. 



1 Pt(s) IJnit 1 is in Mode 1 conducting a plant startup. The operators have reached 
11% R.T.P. when a momentary electrical transient on the '1A' Main Bus 
Line occurs resulting in the following conditions: 

Bus ITA 1 TB 1TC 1TD 
Frequency (Hz) 55 60 55 60 
Voltage (VAC) 6410 6900 6410 6900 

Which one of the following se.quence.s would occur? 

A. NCPs 1A and 1C trip because of Under-Frequency while NCPs 
1B and ID continue running and a reactor trip does NOT occur. 

NCPs 1A and IC trip because of Under-Vdtage while NCPs IR 
and 1D continue running and a reactor trip occurs. 

All 4 NCPs trip because of Under-Frequency and a reactor trip 
does KOT occur. 

B. 

C. 

Ques-243. Ldoc 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 was operating at 100% power when a crud burst occurred. Given the 
following events and conditions: 

Which one of the following actions per AP/l/N5500/18 (Activity in the 
Reactor Coolant System) is required to reduce coolant activity due to a crud 
burst in the NC system'? (Assume no clad damage has occurred.) 

A. 

R. 

EMF-48 (Reactor Coolant Hi Rad) Trip 2 alarm 
1EMF-18 (Reactor Coolant Filter 1A) Trip 2 alarm 

Purge the VCT with nitrogen 

PIaec/ensure both mixed bed demineralizers are in service 

Ques-307.l.doc.l 



1 Ws) IJnit I is operating at 100% power. Given the following conditions: 

e Rod control is in ‘MANUAL’ 
Control Bank 1) is at 200 steps 

If the rods in control bank D start stepping cut at 8 steps per minute, which 
one of the folIowing actions is required at this time’? 

A. Select Control Rank Don the rod selector switch and manually 
insert Control Bank D 

Select “AUTO” on the Bank Select Switch and see if rod motion 
stops 

B. 

C. Commence emergency boration 

I). Trip the reactor 

QUE-308. l.doc.1 



1 Pt(s) CJnit I is operating at 50% power. Given the following conditions: 

0 

* 

e 

* 

What teniperature would be indicated on the associated safety valve 
discharge RTD if the code safety were leaking by? 

Pressurizer pressure is 2235 psig 
Pressurizer Relief Tank (PKT) pressure is 20 psig 
PRT temperature is 125 "F 
PRT level is 8 1% 
The PRT is being cooled by spraying from the RMWST 
A pressurizer code safety valve is suspected of leaking by it's seat 

REFERENCES PROVIDED 

A. 258-2629! 

B. 227-231 "F 

C. 161-165°F 

Ques-3lP. l.doc 



I Pqs) A niale worker needs to repack a valve in an area that has the following 
radiological characteristics: 

m 

* 
The worker's present exposure is 1800 mrem for the year. 
(ieneral area dose rate = 65 rnremihr 
Airborne contanination concentration = 20 DAC 

The job will t&e 4 hours with a mechanic wearing a full-face respirator. It 
will only take 2 hours if the mechanic does NOT wear the respirator. 

Which of the following choices for completing this job would maintain the 
workers exposure within the Station ALARA requirements? 

A. The worker should wear the respirator otherwise he will exceed 
25% of the DAC limit. 

B. The worker should NOT wear the respirator because the dose 
received will exceed neither NRC nor site dose limits. 

C. The worker should wear the respirator because the total TEDE 
dose received will be less than if he does not wear one. 

The worker should NOT wear the respirator hecause the total 
TEDE dose received will he greater if he wears one. 

I). 

Ques-353. ldoc. 1 



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 is in the process of starting up the reactor in accordance with all 
controlling procedures. Given the following conditions and events: 

e 2 EMF3 (CONTAINMENT REFIJELING ~RII)GEi%4ONITOR) Trip 1 Setpoint iS 
7x10' InWr  and Trip 2 setpoint is 1.5~10' mF3hr. 

021s - 0200 - 0205 - 0210 - 
2EMF 3 (InWhr) 5x10' 1. lx lo2 1 . 6 ~  10' 2.7x1o' 
N-3 1 (CPS) I io4 1 . 7 ~ 1 0 ~  2x 1 o4 0 
N-32 (CPS) 9.2x 1 Oi I .  1Xld 0 0 
N-35 (amps) 9.1 x 1 0.' 1 .OxlO'~ 1.2x10-'o 1.2x10-'0 
3-36 (amps) 9 . 3 ~ 1 0 "  1.1x10-"' 1 . 3 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ ~  1.3x10-10 

If channel N-32. is dcencrgized due to a SK detector failure at 0210. what is the 
earliest time (if any) that the containment evacuation alann will actuate in Unit 
2 during the startup'? 

A. 0205 

B. 0210 

c. 0215 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 has initiated a liquid radioactive waste release from the Vcntilation 
BJnit Condensate Drain Tank (VCJCDT) through the RC system. Ail lineups 
and authorizations have been properly made in accordance with 
OF/O/B/6200/35 using the 
required under the LWR document. 

Given the following initial conditions: 

pith. Two RC pumps are the minimum 

3 RC pumps are running 
1EMF-44 (COAT VENT DRh’ TANK OUT) correctly set for trip 1 and 
trip 2 activity limits 
MRRR = 75 GPM based on boron concentration 
No other releases are in progress 

e 

e 

If the release automatically tenninates 40 seconds after initiation, which one 
of the following conditions could have terminated the release and what is the 
proper operator response? 

A. lWM-46 (UQUID WASTE DlSCK VALVE) closing 
automatically if 1 RC pump tripped, and the release may not be 
restarted until Chemistry resamples the tank. 

1WM-46 closing automatically if 1EMF-44 reached the trip 2 
setpoint, the release may be restarted two additional times. 

1WP-35 (WMT & VUCDT TO RC CNTRL) closing automatically 
if 1 KC pump tripped, and the release may not be restarted until 
Chemistry resamples the tank. 

1WP-35 closing automatically if 1EMF-44 reached the trip 2 
setpoint, the release may be restarted two additional t ims. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

_l___p____.________________________s____-~-----~~-~~---=-----~~---------------.----~~-~~-~-- 



1 Pt(s) IJnit 1 is operating at 80% power when an electrical transient causes several 
condensate system pumps to trip. Given the following conditions and 
events: 

Start 10 sec 20 sec 30 sec 40 sec ----- 
CF pump 1A Suction Pressure (psig) 451 238 232 729 227 
CF pump 1B Suction Pressure (psig) 448 227 223 240 238 
# Ifotwell Pumps running 2 2 3 2. 1 
# Condensate Booster Pumps running 2 1 0 2 1 

Which one of the following is the earliest time and the reason that BOTH 
main fcedwater pumps will have tripped'! 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

10 seconds, due to W3 Condensate Booster Pumps Tripped 

20 seconds, due to 313 Condensate Booster humps Tripped 

30 seconds, due to suction pressure 

40 seconds, due to 213 Condensate Booster Pumps and 213 
Hotwell Pumps Tripped 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ - = - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ - -  



1 Pt(s) L!nit 1 has just entered Mode 5 in prepiiration for refueling. Given the 
following conditions and events: 

* 
A lower containnicnt entry is planned for the next shift. 
The SRO directs the RO to purge the containnient in preparation for the 
containment entiy. 
Currently the VP system is secured with all fans off and containment 
purge and exhaust valves closed 

Which one of the following describes the proper alignment of the 
containment purge system? 

A. The NORMALREFUEL SEZ,ECTOR switch is placed in the 
"NORM" position and ratio of supply air is 211 (UpperLower 
Containment). 

The NORMALREFUEL SELECTOR switch is placed in the 
"NORM" position and ratio of supply air is 4 1  (Upper/Lower 
Containment). 

B. 

C. The NORMALREFUEL SELECI'OR snitch is placed in the 
"REFUEZ," position and ratio of supply air is 211 (Upper/Lower 
Containment). 

The NORMACREFUEI, SELECTOR switch is placed in the 
"REFUEL" position and ratio of supply air is 4 1  (Upper/Lower 
Containment). 

D. 



1 Pt(s) LJnit 1 is shutdown, Mode 6 ,  in a refueling outage. Given the forlowing 
conditions: 

m Containment airlock doors are both open 
A full shift of qualified rnaintenmce personnel are available inside 
containment 
The Refueling SRO is in the control room 
The Fuel Hanctling Supervisor is inside containnient m 

Refueling has k n  completed and the Fuel Handling Supervisor (who is not 
a qualified SRO) requests permission to latch all control rods to prepare for 
the reactor startup. What additional requirements must be niet (if any) to 
proceed with iatching rods'? 

A. Latching rods may proceed at the discretion of the Fuel 
Handling Supervisor. 

Latching rods may not prowed until after containment integrity 
has been restored. 

H. 

C. Latching control rods may not proceed until after the Refueling 
SRO arrives inside containment to supervise. 

Latching control rods may not proceed until after the Refueling 
SRO arrives inside containment and containment integrity has 
been restored. 

D. 

________________________________________------------~~-~--------------- 
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1 Pt(s) lJnit 1 is shutdown in a refueling outage. Given the following events and 
conditions: 

e 

The VI system was in a nonnal lineup. 
The VS system was in a normal lineup. 
A VI header rupture occurs. 
‘VI Low’ and ‘Low Low Pressure’ Annunicators alann 
The VI system completeIy depressurizes. e 

What effect docs a total loss of the VI system have on the VS system‘? 

A. VI-820 will auto-close as VI header pressure decreases below 82 
psig and the VS air compressor will start automatically to 
maintain VS header pressure. 

VI-820 will auto-close as VI header pressure decreases below 90 
psig and the VS air compressor must be nunually started to 
maintain VS header pressure. 

Check valves in the VI - VS cross-connect line will close to 
isolate VS system pressure before it drops below 90 psig. 

VS pressure in the Fire Protection Pressurizer Tank will be lost 
until a VS air compressor can be started. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

____.__________________________I________--~-----~--~-~~-~~---~~-~~---~~-~~-~~-~--~--~ 
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1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is in the process of making a radioactive gaseous waste release from 
the waste gas decay tank in accordance with 01’/O/A/6200/19 (Wczsfe Gas 
Uecuy lhnk Release). Given the following conditions: 

o 

o 

Most Restrictive Instantaneous Release Rate (MKIRK) = 35 CFM 
EMF-SO(L,) trip 1 setpoint = 1 .OES CPM 
EMF-SO&) trip 2 setpoint = 2.OES CPM 
EMF-36(L) is out of service 
The operators reset IEMF-SO(L) whenever procedural direction allows 

0245 Time - 0200 - 0215 - 0230 - 
Release rate (CEM) 22 37 32 41 
EMF-SO&) (CPM) 1.1E5 2.1ES 2.2ES 2.2ES 

What was. the earliest time that the operators were required to terminate (and 
not restart) the gaseous release. 

A. 0200 - cannot release with lE.MF-36(L) out of service 

Ques-469.1 . ~ Q C  



1 W S )  IJnit 1 is in the process of making a radioactive gaseous w3ste release from 
the waste gas decay tank in accordance with OP/0/A/6200/18 (Waste GUS 
Operation). Given the following conditions: 

* Most Restrictive Instantaneous Release Rate (MRIRR) = 31 CFM 
Maxiniuin Observed System Release Kate (MOSRR) = 40 CFhl 
EMF-50 !WASTE GAS DKSCH) trip 1 setpoint = 2.0E5 CPM 
EMF-50 trip 2 = 3.0E5 CPM 
EMF-36 (UNKT VENr GAS) is in service * 

0245 Time 
Release rate (CFM) 30 32 41 21 
EMF-50 (CPM) 2.8E5 3555 3.1E5 4.2E5 

- 0208 - 0215 rn - - 

If the operators reset EMF-50 whenever allowed by procedure, what is the 
earliest time that the operators are required to terrniniite (and not 
immediately rest'art) the gaseous release'? 

A. 0200 

H. 0215 

c. 0230 



I R(S) Unit 2 was in the process of starting up the reactor following a refueling 
outage. Given the following plant conditions and events: 

* Reactor trip breakers are closed 
Withdrawal of ‘A’ control bank has commenced 
Train A of Wide Range Shutdown Monitoring is inoperable 

If source range N-32 fails low, which one of the following actions is 
required? 

A. Startup may continue with train B of the Gamma-Metrics 
Shutdown Monitor System substituting for the failed N-32 
source range channel 

Immediately stop withdrawal of shutdown banks 

Immediately open the reactor trip breakers 

H. 

C. 

Ques-512.l.doc 



-. 

I Pt(s) Unit 1 was operating at 100% power when main condenser vacuum dropped 
suddenly from 15 inches vacuum to 23 inches vacuum. Given the following 
events and conditions: 

* 
* 

Which one of the following statement? correctly describes the cause of this 
problem'? 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

All 3 condenser steam air ejectors (CSAEs) are in service 
Both primary and secondaryjets are operating 
The system lineup is in the nomial configuration 

Loss of YM supply to the condenser boot seals 

CM flow to all CSAE inter-coolers has been obstructed 

Loss of the main steam supply to the CSAEs 

A CSAE drain was left open 
_ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ _ ~ _ _ ~ _ _ * _ _ * - - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ - = - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~  
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1 Pt(s) Unit 2 is responding to an ATWS without Safety Injection actuation. 
Given the following indications: 

* 
e 

Pressuiizer level begins to go down 
The 2A NV pump ammeter indicates running anips are low 

If all automatic control systems operated normally, which one of the 
following conditions would cause the 2A NV pump running amps to decrease 
to the lowest vahe? 

A. 

B. 

2NV-238 (CHARGING LIXE FLOW' CONTROL) failed open 

2NV-238 (CHARGING IAVE FLOW CO.WROL) failed closed 

Ques-613.l.doc 



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 was operating at 100% when a ‘FLOOR COOLING GLYCOL HIGH 
TEMPERATURE” annunciator is received. A review of the RTD panel 
reveals that several ice condenser floor slahs have high temperature 
indicated. 

Which one of the foliowing statements correctly describes the operational 
concern raised hy this annunciator‘? 

A. High glycol temperatures will causc the in-service glycol 
compressor to trip causing a loss of NF cooling and excessive ice 
sublimation. 

B. Low floor cooling glycol temperatures could cause cracks in the 
ice condenser thermal harrier. 

C. Slah freeze and thaw cycles could result En floor buckling that 
could interfere with lower door operation. 

Slab freeze and thaw cycles could cause gaps between the floor 
and the intermediate deck doors resulting in a hypass flow path. 

D. 

____________________~-~-----~~--~--.--------------~~-~~-------~~----------~~--------------- 



I PI(§) Unit 1 is operating at full power and Unit 2 is refueling. Unit 1 is releasing a 
minimally decayed waste gas decay tank when a significant packing Icak starts 
on isolation valve 1WG-160, (WG I k c q  Tank Outlet to Unit Vent Control). 

Which one of the following statements correctly describes the automatic actions 
required to assure that the leak is contained and filtered? 

A. IEMF-SO (WASTE GAS DISCHZZI R m )  automatically closes 1WG-160, 
and 1EMF-41 (A~xxBmuc VENT ZIIRAD) automatically stops the 
auxiliary building ventilation unfiltered exhaust fans. 

1EMF-41 automatically stops: the auxiliary building ventilation 
unfiltered exhaust fans, and 1EllIF-36 (UNIT VENTZZIRAD) 
automatically closes 1WG-160. 

EMF-36 automatically closes IWG-160, and 1EMF-35 (Uxm 
VENTPARTMPR~D) automatically aligns the auxiliary building 
ventilatiun filter trains. 

B. 

C. 

D. IEMF-35 automatically stops the auxiliary building ventilation 
unfiltered exhaust fans, and 1EMF-41 automatically aligns the 
auxiliary building ventilation filter trains. 



I Pt(s) Unit 2 is in Mode 6 with refueling activities in progress. Given the following 
events and conditions: 

e A containment purge is in progress 
A fuel element was rammed into the side of the reactor vessel 
EMF-3  (CONTAINMENT &'FUELING IlRlDGE) and EMF-38 (CONTAhVMEIT 
PARTICIJIATE) in Trip 2 dXIll 

Which one of the following actions should occur, assuming that operators 
follow the required procedure steps? 

A. The containment evacuation alarm sounds automatically. The 
containment purge stops automatically. 

The containment evacuation alarm can only be actuated by the control 
room. The containment purge stops automatically. 

The containment evacuation alarm sounds automatically. The 
containment purge is stopped manually. 

The containment evacuation alarm can only be actuated by the 
control room. The containment purged is stopped manually. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

____________________- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~- -~~-~- - - -=- - - - -~~~~~-- - - - - - - -=- - - - - -~- -~- -  
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I R(s) Unit I has experienced four CRUD bursts this month. Given the following 
events and conditions: 

IA reactor coolant filter d p  was indicating 40 psid. 
IEMF-18 (REAC"7'OR C00IA.W FKTER 1A) reads 5 times its normd vdue. 
IA reactor coolant filter was taken out of service. 
1B reactor coolant filter was placed in service. 
1B reactor coolant filter d/p is 10 psid. 
1A mixed bed demineralizer is in service. 
EMF-48 (REACTOR COoIAhT) reads its nornial value. 
Iacal radiation readings near reactor coolant filter IB are 3 times nonnsl. 

If the detector for 1EMF-19 (REhicC-roR Coolrzilrl'FIl,TER I B )  fails. what 
actions (if any) are the operators required to take in response to these 
conditions'? 

A. Switch mixed bed demineralizers. 

B. Shift hack to 1A reactor coolant filter until 1EMF-19 is returned 
to service. 

Place both mixed bed demineralizers in service until IEMF-19 is 
returned to service. 

C. 

D. KO action is required. 

Ques-860.l.dec 



1 R ( S )  Unit 2 is oprating at 100% power. Given the following events and 
conditions: 

e Operators started RV pumps ‘A’ & ‘B’ due to rising containment 
temperatures. 
Containment LJpper temperature is 90 “F, decreasing. 
Containment Lower temperature is I19 O F ,  decreasing. 
At 0200, a station blackout occurs on both IJnits 1 and 2 
Operators implement the appropriate procedures. 

* 

Which one of the following pumps provides the assured source of cooling 
water to maintain containment temperature within Tech Spec limits? 

A. ‘2C’ RV pump 

B. ‘2A’ RN pump 

c. ‘2B’ FtN pump 

D. ‘2A’ or ‘ZB’ RN pumps. 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ _ p _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - ~ - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ - ~ - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - -  
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1 Pt(s) Unit 1 has experienced a rupture of the RN piping inside containment. 
Emergency procedures prescribe successful response mechanisms if 
containment water level remains between 3.5 and 10.5 feet. 

Why is safe plant recovery not assured for a design basis large break LOCA 
when containment water level exceeds 10.5 feet? 

A. Operation of the ND system is compromised hy high suction 
pressure. 

Operation of the NS pumps is endangered by excess debris 
fouling the containment suction strainers. 

Operation of the hydrogen purge system is compromised by loss 
of direct access to the containment atmosphere. 

Operation of critical ECCS components needed for safe 
recovery is endangered by suhmersion. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ = - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~  



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 is operating at 100 % power. Given the following events and 
conditions: 

* 
“B’ Train of essential operating equipment (RN. KC, NV) is in service. 
2.4 RN train is in operation for siuveillance testing. 
The KV trains are separated with 2KN-41B (rR/llh’B TOh~oN-E.%Tflil)R 
isor) CLOSED. 

Which one of the following statenients correctly describes the potential 
consequence if 2IzTz-19OB (KN T O R  K C  H x  c02VTROI.j failed to perform its 
automatic function associated with decreasing B train RN flow’? 

A. Overheating 2B WV pump. 

B. 

@. 

D. 

2B KN strainer goes to ‘Backwash’ mode due to hi d/p, 

Overheating the running B train KC pumps. 

2RN-41B will open to restore flow to the heat exchanger. 

Que§-894.1 .doc 



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 has just begun to shutdown (decreasing 2MWehin) for refueling. 
Given the following events and conditions: 

* 
Pressurizxr level is at program 1eve.l and in ‘automatic’. 
The controlling pressurizer Ievel transmitter fails at its current 
output. 
No operator action is taken. 

Which one of the following statements correctly &scribes the system 
response as plant load is reduced? 

A. Charging flow decreases 
Letdown isolates 
Pressurizer heaters turn off 

B. Charging flow increases 
Pressurizer heaters energize 
Pressurizer level increase to the trip setpoint 

C. Charging flow decreases 
Letdown will not isolate 
Pressurizer level decreaws until the Pressurizer is empty 

D. Charging flow increases 
Pressurizer heaters will not energize 
Pressurizer level increases to the trip setpoint 

Ques-902. Ldcc 



1 Pt(S) A station emergency battery is supplying DC bus loads without a battery 
charger online. If the load on the DC: bus does not change, which one of the 
following statenients correctly describes a vital battery’s discharge rate 
(runps) as the battery is expended? 

A. The discharge rate will be fairly constant until the design 
battery capacity (amp-hours) is exhausted and then wrill rapidly 
decrease. 

The discharge rate will decrease steadily until the design battery 
capacity is exhausted. 

The discharge rate will increme steadily until the design battery 
capacity is exhausted. 

The discharge rate will initially decrease until approximately 
50% design capacity had been expended and then increase until 
the battery has been exhausted. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ = _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - - - - - - ~ - ~ ~ - - - . - - - - - - - -  



I Pt(s) The crew has verified natural circulation in ES-0.1 (Reactor Trip Response) 
based on decreasing core exit the.mocouplc readings and subcooling > 0 OF. 
Ten minutes Iater, the operator notes that the themiocouple input to both 
plasma displays is malfunctioning. 

Which one of the following correctly describes a 
circulation is continuing? 

indication that natural 

A. SIG saturation temperatures are decreasing and REACTOR 
VESSEL UR LEVEL indication is greater than 100 %. 

S1G pressures are decreasing and Teold is at S K  saturation 
temperature. 

SIC; pressures are decreasing and REACTOR VESSELD/P 
indication is greater than 100%. 

S/G pressure is at saturation pressure for Teold and REACTOR 
VESSEL D/P indication is greater than 100 '% . 

B. 

C. 

D. 

........................................................................................... 
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1 Pt(s) Given the following IJnit 1 initial conditions: 

Reactor power is at 40% 0 

e Power range NIS indicate.: 

a 

a 

a 

o 40% (N41), 41% (N42), 41% (N43): 41% (N44) 

567’F (‘A’)* 564” F (‘B’)> 568°F (‘C’), 568OF (‘D’) 
Tave for each Loop indicates: 

Turbine pourer is a? 481 MWe 
Rod control is in automatic 
Group demand counters and DRFI indicate Control Bank ‘D’ at 140 steps. 

Q 

Control Bank ‘D’ Rod L-12 drops fully into the core and the foilowing 
conditions now exist: 

a Power range NIS indicate: 

e 
o 40% (N41’), 38% jN42), 42% (K43). 42% (N44) 

o 564“F (‘A’’), 564’F (‘B’), 563°F (‘C’), 564°F (‘IS) 
Taw for each loop indicates: 

Turbine power is 478 h4We e 

The effect of the dropped rod on the Rod Control System is that rods will 
initially: 

A. Move out due to the Tave signal providing the largest error 
signal. 

Move out due to the Power Range NIS input processed by the 
Mismatch Rate Comparator creating the largest error signal. 

Move in due to Power Range XIS input processed by the 
Mismatch Kate Comparator creating the largest error signal. 

Move in dne to the Tave signal providing the largest error 
signal. 

B. 

C. 

D. 



1 Pt(s) The NCPs are limited to 3 consecutive starts in ‘any 2-hour period. There is 
an additional requirement of a minimum idle period of 30 minutes between 
restarts. What is the reason for these limitations’? 

A. This restriction assures that the oil temperature will decrease to 
design specifications between restart attempts. 

This restriction prevents overheating the motor windings due to 
high starting currents. 

B. 

C. This restriction allows the NCP seals to fully reseat between 
NCP oil lift pump cycles. 

This restriction ensures that natural circulation is reestablished 
between starts to prevent a cold-water addition accident. 

D. 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is in Mode 6 and fuel reload is complete. Given the following events 
and conditions: 

e 

* 
Source range counts have increased in the past 45 minutes. 
The Source Range Hi Flux at Shutdown alarm has began to alami 
intermittently for the past 30 minutes 
Chemistry has reported boron in the refuehig cavity 2650 ppm. 
Only one Charging Pump is avaiIahle 

* 

Which one of the following actions must be implemented under these 
conditions? 



1 R(s) Given the following events and conditions: 

The Component Cooling Water System piping has just severed where the 
Reactor Coolant h ~ n p  Component Cooling return combines with the 
Excess Letdown Heat Exchanger. 

Which one of the following statements correctly describes the control rooin 
indication(s) that you would see for this failure? 
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1 R(s) IJnit 1 was operating at 100%. Given the following events and conditions: 

The following fans were in operation: 
0 Pipe Tunnel Booster Fans 

0 Lower Containment Fms 
0 Upper Containment Fans 

Return Air Fans 

ALOCAoaurs 
All systenis functioned as designed 
Fan switches selected to low speed 

Which one of the following describes the alignment of the above 
containment cooling systems’! 

A. 

B. 

Pipe Trunnel Booster Fans start and run in low speed 

Return Air Fans fans start. 

C. 

D. 

Lower Containment Fans start and run in high speed 

Upper Containment Fans start and go to “MAX” position. 



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 was at 75% R.T.P. when a loss of condenser vacuum occurred. 
Given the following conditions: 

Rods rue in automatic 

e 

o 

No operator action taken 

Which one of the following sequences best describes the actuation of the 
control rods to this event? 

‘I‘he s t e m  dump select switch is selected to ‘Tave’ mode 
Condenser vacuuni is slowiy decreasing 
No component or instrument failures occurred 

A. Contrul rods move in due to decreased condenser back pressure 

R. Control rods move out due to decreased condenser back 
pressure 

Control rods move in due to increased condenser back pressure 

Control rods move out due to increased condenser back pressure 

C. 

D. ..................................................................................... 
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1 R(S) Unit 1 was at 100% R.T.P. when the following transient occurs: 

A Loss of Offsite Power occurs 

A reactor trip occurs due to failure of the turbine to successfully 
mnback to in house loads 

Diesel Generator “ A  fails to start 

Diesel Generator “B” successfully loads bus ETB 

m 

m 

* 
What is the basis in E-0 (Reactor Trip or Safety Injection) Step 4 RT\;O for 
restoration of power to ETA when time allows and continuing with E-O? 

A. Minimum shift crews are assumed in the EOPs and manpower is 
not available to restore power to ETA. 

The action to restore power to ETA is directed by the TSC only B. 

C. The actions to restore power to ETA nil1 be addressed after 
transition to ECA 0.0 (Loss of All AC Power). 

D. Only one train of safeguard equipment is required to deal with 
the emergency condition. 



1 Pt(s) IJnit 1 was operating at 100% power when the following occurred: 

* 
* 

“TB” FWPT w a  manually tripped due to an oil Ieak 

AP/l/A/5500/03 (Load Rejection) has been implemented and 
completed through step 10. 

Step 10 has the operator perform the following: 

* Place CF pump in manual 

Check “CF Header Pressure at levst 100 psig above steam header 
pressure”. 

If CF Header pressure is low the RNO states: 

*’WHEN S/G levels are greater thin or eqiinl io prograin 
level (aid CF valves begin ciositig), m V  adjust CF Piimp 
speed io iizaintain CF IEXLIER PRESSURE 100-12Opsig 
above “STEAM HEhDER PRELSSIJRE”. 

What is the basis for this step? 

A. 

E. 

As SI<; levels are restored the FWPT suction flow decreases and 
FWPT speed control is slow to decrease FWFT speed. 

As S/G levels am restored the J?WPT suction flow increases and 
F W  speed control is slow to decrease FWPT speed.. 

As S/G levels are restored the CF control valves start to close 
down and EWPT speed control is slow to decrease PWPT speed. 

As S/G levels are restored the CF control valves start to open 
and FWPT speed control is slow to decrease FWPT speed. 

C. 

D. 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is responding to a large-break loss of coolant accident inside 
containment. Given the following events and conditions: 

0 Operators have implemented E-0 (Reuctnr Trip or Safe& Injection), and 
are implementing Step 22 (Check if NC System INTACT), RNO. 
The RO has just energized the Hydrogen Igniters 
Containment hydrogen pressure spikes to 5 psig and then immediately 
returns to 1.5 psig. 

Which one of the following statements correctIy describes the correct 
procedural flow path? 

A. Go to EP/l/A/500(UE-l (Loss ofReactur or Secondary Coolant) 
and then EF/YA/5000/FK-Z.l (Response to Zfigh Containment 
Pressure) 

H. GotoE-1 

e. Go to PK-Z.1 
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1 Pt(s) IJnit 1 is responding to a feed line break inside containment. Given the 
following events a id  conditions: 

0 

0 

0 

Completed EP/I/A/SQOO/F,-O (Reactor Trip or Safety Injection) 
Entering EP//1/A/5009E- 1 (IASS qf Reactor or Secondary Coolant) 
The STA reported the following valid Critical Safety Functions: 
0 Subcriticality - yellow path 

Containment Pressure - orange path 
0 Heat Sink I orange path 
0 All other CSFs are green or yellow 

Which one of the following statements correctly describes the proper 
procedure flow path? 

A. 

B. 

Remain in E-1 (Luss ofReactor or Secondary Coolant) 

Transition immediately to PK-S.2 (Response tu Loss ofcore 
Shutdown) 

Transition immediately to FR-Z.1 (Response tu High 
Containment Pressure) 

C. 



-. 

1 Pt(s) A fire has occurred in the auxiliary building affecting Unit 1 equipment. 
Transfer of plant control to the auxiliary shutdown panel is not possible due 
to the fire. APIIIA/550C)/24 (Loss of Platit Control Due to Fire or Suhatoge) 
has been implemented. Transfer of piant control for Unit 1 to the SSF is 
complete. The QSM asks you to determine natural circulation. 

As SRO located at the SSF what indications could you use to determine 
natural circulation? 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Steam Generator Pressure and Core Exit Thermocouples 

NC Loop M7/R Pressure and Steam Generator Pressure 

Incore Thermocouples and NC Loop W/R Pressure 

NC Loop Tcold and Pressnrizer level 



I Pt(s) Following a Small Break LDCA inside containment the following 
conditions exist: 

e 

* 

Containment Temperature is 145 degrees F. 

Containnient Pressure is 3.2 psig 

Reactor Coolant temperature is 500 c1egree.s F~ 

Lower Containment humidity is 100%; 

Adverse Containment Conditions are determined by: 

A. 

B. 

G. 

D. 

Calculating the containment saturation pressure. 

The operator taking into account the containment temperature. 

The operator through the use of containment pressure. 

The saturation temperature of the Reactor Cndant System 
versus containment pressure. 
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1 W S )  A reactor trip and safety injection has occurred and E-0 (Reactor Trip or 
Safety Injection) is in progress. When Safety Injection termination crite.ria 
are met, the crew is directed to stop all but one NV pump in Step 25. After 
.securing one NV Pump , plant conditions are as follows: 

* 

0 

S/G N/R levels are at 30% and decreasing 
Pzr Level is stable at 12% 
Pzr Pressure is going down 
Subcooling based on Core Exit Themlocouples i s  10 degrees 
W S T  level is 185 inches 

Select the appropriate procedure for these conditions: 

A. ES-1.3 (Transfer to Cold € ~ g  Recirc). 

B. E-2 (Faulted S/G Isolation). 

G.  

D. 

E-I (Luss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant) 

FS-1.2 (Post LOCA Cooldoww and Uespressunzation). 



1 w s )  Unit 2 has experienced a load rejection from 100% R.T.P. due to the trip of 
the “2A” WIT. As a result of the transimt the following conditions exist: 

e 

e 

e 

Pressurizer level is greater than setpoint 

2NV-238 (Charging Line Flow Control) is closing 

NC pump seal injection is 65 gpin per pump 

Which one of the following statements correctly describes the required 
operator action to restore adequate and proper h’C pump seal injection 
flowratc? 

A. 

R. Close 2NV-241 

C. 

D. 

Open 2NV-241 (Seal Znj. Flow Contro)l 

Close 2NV-238 while opening 2NV-241. 

Open 2NV-238 while opening 2NV-241. 



1 R(S)  Unit 1 is at 100%, power when the controlling Pressurizer Pressure 
instniment fails HIGH. Per AP/lA/5500/11 (Pressiirizer Pressure 
Anomalies) the first action the operator niwt take is place “PZR PRESS 
CNIRL SELECT” switch to an operable channel. 

What is the basis for this action? 

A. 

B. 

This failure causes PORVs 1NC-32B & 36R to open and a fast 
response is required to prevent a reactor trip on low pressure. 

This fitilure causes all the Pressurizer heaters to energize and a 
fast response is required to prevent a reactor trip on high 
pressure. 

This failure causes PQKV 1NC-34A and reactor coolant pump 
spray valves to open and a fast response is required to prevent a 
reactor trip on low pressure. 

This failure causes the reactor coolant pump spray valves to fail 
closed and the backup heaters to energize and a fast response is 
required to prevent a reactor trip on high pressure. 

C. 

D. 

........................................................................................... 
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1 Pt(s) EMF 59 (Equipment Staging Building Ventilation Monitor) is in ‘Trip 2’. 
Which one of the following describes the actions that occur as a result of the 
Trip 2 alarm‘? 

A. If VK (Equipment Staging Building Vent.) is in “Auto” the 
supply fans will trip. 

If VK (Equipment Staging Building Vent.) kr in “On” the supply 
fans will trip 

If VK (Equipment Staging BuiUng Vent.) is in “Auto” the 
exhaust and supply fans will trip. 

If VK (Equipment Staging Building Vent.) is in “On” the exhaust 
and supply fans will trip. 

B. 

C. 

D. 



1 Pt(s) LJnit 2 is operating at 100%, all control system compone.nts are in their 
normal configuration (1-2 position). The controlling pressurizer b e l  
channel slowiy fails to sixtee.n percent (16%). Which one of the following 
describes the effect on the letdown valves? 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

2NV-lA, 2NV-457A9 2NV-458A 2NV-35A close, and Pzr heaters 
energize. 

ZNV-lA, 2NV-457A, 2NV-458A, 2NV-35A close, and Pzr heaters 
de-energize. 

2NV2A, 2NV-451A9 2NV-458A,2NV-35A close and Pzr heaters 
energize. 

2NV2A, 2KV-457A, 2NV-458A7 2NV-35A close and Pzr heaters 
de-energize. 

_ ~ _ _ ~ _ _ ) _ _ _ _ _ " _ _ _ _ _ ~ - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - - = - - - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ * - ~ ~ - -  



I Pt(s) Unit 1 is responding to a LOCA froin a trip at full power. Given the 
following events and conditions: 

* 
e 
e 

* 

A safety injection occurred at 0200. 
FWST level reaches 33 in. at 0246. 
S/I, Sequencers, and Containment Spray have been reset for both &ins, 
The LA NS pump has been successfully swapped to the containment 
sump. 

* 1NS-lB (R NS Pump Suct From Cont Sump) will not open. 

Which one ofthe following is the reason INS-1B will not open’? 

A. 

B. 

C. 

1NI-181B (RB Sump to Train B ND & NS) is CLOSED 

‘WS SYS CPCS TRAIN I3 INHIBIT” light LIT 

1NS-38B (B ND to NS Containment Outside Isol) is CLOSED 

D. 1NS-38B (R ND to NS Containment Outside Isol) is OPEN 
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1 Pt(S) IJnit 2 is in an outage. All the fuel is in the spent fuel pool. The spent fuel 
pool ventilation system is in normal system operation. A fuel shuffle is in 
progress in the spcnt fuel pool. During the shuffle a fuel assembly is 
accidentally darnaged and 2EMF-42 (Fuel Building Ventilation Radiation 
Monitor) goes into Trip 2. 

Which one of the following de.scribes the effect on spent fuel pool 
ventilation system as a result of EMF-42 in Trip 2. 

A. The VF supply and exhaust fans trip and the filter is placed in 
the filtration mode. 

The VF Filter Train Bypass Damper valve closes and the Filter 
Train inlet and outlet open 

The VF system is automatically placed in BYPASS MODE and 
the discharge dampers open and supply dampers close 

The VF system is automatically placed in the FUEL 
HANDLING MODE OF OPERATION and the supply fans trip. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ * _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - = - - = - - = - - - - - = ~ - - ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~  



- 

1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is at 100% power when indications are received of a “1B’ Reactor 
Coolant Pump seal malfunction. AP/l/A/5500/08 (MalJiunction of NC 
Pump) is impiemented. 

Which one of the following conditions describes a number two seal failure? 

A. # 1 Seal Leak off flow - GOING DOWN 
NC Pump number 2 Seal Standpipe low level alarm - LIT 
NCDT input - STABLE, OR GOING DOWN 

# 1 Seal Leak off flow - GOING lJP 
NC Pump numher 2 Seal Standpipe high level alarm - LIT 
NCDT input - STABLE, OR GOING DOWN 

# 1 Sed Leak off Bow - GOING DOWN 
NC Pump number 2 Seal Standpipe high level alarm - LIT 
NCDT input - GOING UP 

# 1 Seal Leak off flow - GOIKG UP 
NC Pump number 2 Seal Standpipe low level alarm - LIT 
NCDT inpnt - GOING UP 

€3. 

C. 

D. 

_ _ _ _ _ _ ~ - _ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ = - - - ~ - - ~ - - ~ ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - -  



1 Pt(s) Unit 2 was operating at 75% power when the following indications were 
observed 

e 

* 
e FWPTs speed going down 

e 

S/G Level Deviation Alarms for all S/Gs 

Feedflow/Steamflow Mismatch Alarms for all S/Gs 

All Feedwafer control switches are in normal position 

Which one of the following correctly describes fhe failure affecting the main 
fecdwater pumps'? 

A. 

B. 
C. 

D. 

Steam header pressure transmitter fails HIGH. 

Steam header pressure transmitter fails LOW. 

Feedwater header pressure transmitter fails LQW. 

Feedwater pump d/p program fails HIGH. 



1 Pt(s) The following conditions exist on Unit 2: 

100% power at 1180 W e  * 
* The valve positioner for atmospheric dump valve 2SV-30 fads. 

Control room indication shows the valve OPEN 

Which one of the following actions in AP/1NS500/01 (Sterrm k a k )  
correctly describes the FIRST direction from the SRO that wlll CLOSE the 
open atmospheric dump valve? 

A. Instruct the RQ to select “OFF RESET” on the STEAM DUMP 
INTL BYPASS switches. 

B. Instruct RQ to depress the ‘CLOSE’ pushbutton on the 
atmospheric dump valve control room switch. 

Instruct IAE to energize the P-12 solenoids to close the 
atmospheric dump valve. 

Dispatch operator to isolate air to the atmospheric dump valve. 

C. 

D. 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ =- - = - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - - - ~ - - - -  



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is holding at 60% power. Pressurizer level and pressure control are 
selected to the “3-2” position. Given the following conditions: 

* A leak develops OR the low pressure (process) side of the transmitter 
for the controlling pressurizer level channel. 

Assuming no operator action, which one of the following statements 
correctly describes the effect of this f:iilure on the Pressurizer level and 
pressure control systems? 

A. Indicated pressurizer level decreases, NV-238 (Charging Line 
Flow Control) opens, actual pressurizer level increases and 
pressure goes up. 

Indicated pressurizer level increases, >V-238 closes, actual 
pressurizer level decreases and pressure goes down. 

Indicated pressurizer level decreases, the pressurizer level 
master output decreases to increase level and pressure goes up. 

Indicated prwsorizcr level increases, the pressurizer ]level 
master oiitpiit increases to decrease level, and pressure goes 
down. 

B. 

C. 

D. 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 is operating at 1 0 %  power when a leak develops in the tubes of the 
1B1 feedwater heater. 

Which one of the following describes the actions that 0”’ -Cur on an 
‘EMERGENCY HIGH LEVEL’ in the 1B I, feedwater heater? 

A. Close ALL “B” fedwater heater inlet steam isolations 
Close “B” bleed steam check valve 
Close ALL lst stage reheater steam vents 
Close ALL “A” heater normal drain valves 
Close 1” stage reheater drain control valves 
Open ALL “B” heater bleed steam drain valves 
Open 1‘‘ stage purge valve for 1B1 feedwater heater 

B. Close ALL “B” feedwater heater inlet steam isolations 
Close ALL “B” bleed steam check valves 
Close ALL lst stage reheater steam vents 
Close ALL “A” heater normal drain valves 
Close 1’‘ stage reheater drain control valves 
Close ALL “B” heater bleed steam drain valves 
Open 2”d stage purge valve for 1B1 feedwater heater 

C. Close “1B1” feedwater heater inlet steam isolation 
Close “B” bleed steam check valve 
Open ALL lst stage reheater steam vents 
Open l A l  heater normal drain valve 
Open ALL 1st stage drain control valves 
Open All “B” heater bleed steam drain valves 
Open All 1“ stage “B” heater purge valves 

D. Close “1Bl” feedwater heater inlet steam isolation valve 
Close “B” bleed steam check valve 
Close 1Al heater normal drain valve 
Close Ail lSt stage reheater steam vents 
Close 1Al 1” stage reheater drain control valve 
Open “B” heater bleed steam drain valves 
Open ALL 1’‘ stage drain valves 



1 Pt(s) IJnit 2 has experienced a Steam Line Break inside containment. ‘The “2C” 
S/G has depressurized to 100 psig and actual W/R level is approximatdy 
10%. 

Which one of the following describes the indicated “2C’ S/G W/R level 
response? 

A. S/G WIR level reference tcg density decreases, actual d/p goes 
down, indicated S/G level goes up. 

S/G W/J3 level reference leg density increases. actual d p  goes 
down, indicated S/G level goes down 

S/G W/R level reference leg density decreases, actual dp goes 
up, indicated S / G  level goes down 

S/G W/R level reference leg density increases, actual d p  goes up, 
indicated SIC, level goes up 

B. 

C. 

D. 



~~ ~ ~~ 

1 ?t(s) “B” Train of essential equipment is in operation on tJnit 1. 

While performing OP/I/N6350/002 (Diesel Generator) with the “1A’ 
diesel running in parallel to the grid? the following sequence of events 
occurs: 

Load is reduced on the diesel to 2(X)KW in anticipation of opening 
the EMERGENCY breaker. 

The RO accidentally OPENS the normal feeder breaker from 1ATC. * 
Which one of the following describes the system response and the proper 
procedural response to deal with this situation? 

A. Degraded voltage is sensed on lETA and the BLACKOUT 
sequencer actuates, the crew will use AP/1/5500/07(Loss of 
Electrical Power). 

The Diesel Generator Sequencer does not actuate, and the diesel 
generator assumes the load of the bus. The operator uses 
OWYN63.50/002 to return to normal alignment. 

Undervoltage is sensed on lETA and the BLACKOUT 
sequencer actuates, the crew will use AP/1/5508/07. 

The 1)iesel Generator BLACKOUT sequencer recloses the 
breaker from IATC. Crew reloads the bus using 
AP/ULU55Q0/09, Enclosure 1 (Manual Imading of Emergency 
BUS). 

B. 

C. 

D. 
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1 R(S) A work team of Maintenance and R.P. personnel have been dispatched to 
repdck the seals on a pump. The work area around the pump is a 800 
m e n f i r  High Radiation Area. The R.P. personnel are monitoring the 
Maintenance crew from a low dose area of 60 mrern/hr. 

Which one of the following work teams and estimated repair times would 
maintain worker exposure ALARA? 

A. 6 Maintenance and 3 R.P. personnel (9 workers) working for 20 
minutes 

B. 5 Maintenance and 2 R.P. personnel (7 workers) working for 30 
minutes 

C. 4 Maintenance and 2 R.P. personnel (6 workers) working for 1 
hour 



1 Pt(s) Level in the "2c" S/G is slowly increasing due to a failure of the Channel 1 
N/R S/G level transmitter. 

Which one of the following describes the correct rcsponse of the S/G level 
contrd system to this failure? 

A. The flow error will initially he greater than the level error. A 
1% level error will initially produce a 3 % valve position change. 

The flow error will initially he greater than the level error. A 
1 % level error will initially produce a 1 % valve position change. 

The level error will initially he greater than the flow error. A 
1 % level error will initially produce a 1% valve position change. 

The level error will initially he greater than the flow error. A 
1 % level error will initially produce a 3% valve position change. 

B. 

C. 

D. 



1 Pt(s) The Diesel Generator DC Control Power Breaker for the “1A’ D/G has 
faiied and must be replaced by ME. 

Which one of the following components is affected by this failure? 

A. 

B. D/G i‘lA” Speed Snitches 

C. 
D. 

D/G “1A” Diesel Fuel Oil Rooster Pump 

D/G “lA” Battery Charger lEDGA 

D/G “1A” Sump Pump Control Power 



1 R ( S )  PCB 7 and PCB 8 are pa t  of the 230 KV switchyard. Which one of the 
following describes the RO’s indication he/she has from the control room to 
monitor breaker position? 

A. Both PCB 7 and K B  8 are on the OAC and Main Control 
Board 

PCB 7 and PCB 8 are ONLY available on the OAC 

Main Control Board indieation ONLY for FCB 7 and OAC 

Main Control Board and QAC indication for PCB 8 and OAC 
indication only for PCB 7 

€3. 

C. 

I). 

ONLY for YCB 8 



1 Pt(s) There has been a fire in the Unit 2 turbine building basement. The “A’ Main 
Fire Pump auto-started due to a low fire header pressure signal. The fire 
brigade has extinguished the fire after forty-five minutes. 

“1A” and “1B Jockey humps are ‘OFF’ 

“A” M ~ i n  Fire Pump is running 

. . . ‘‘B.’ “C” M ’ am Fire Pumps axe ‘OPP’ 

Which one of the following describes the procedural process of recovering 
from a low fire header pressure and returning the Main Fire and Jockey 
pumps to normal alignment? 

A. Stop the “A” Main Fire Pump, place the Jockey pump to be 
started in “MAX”, and place the other Jockey pump in 
“START”. 

Stop the 66A’’ blain Fire Pump, place the Jockey pump to be 
started in “START”, and place the other Jockey pump in 
“MAN”. 

Place the Jockey pump to be started in “START”, the other 
Jockey pump in ‘MAN, and stop the “A” Main Fire Pump. 

Place the Jockey Pump to be started in “MAN”, “START’ the 
Jockey Pump selected to “MAN”, and stop the ‘‘A” Main Fire 
Pump. 

B. 

C. 

D. 
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1 Pt(s) Which one ofthc following is a correct list of SAFTETY LIMIT'S? 

A. Thermal Power, RCS Highest Lcop Tave and Pressurizer 
Pressure. 

Thermal Power, AFD, Pressurizer Pressure. 

AFD, QPTR and Reactor Power. 

Linear Heat Generation Rate, Thermal Power and QPTR. 

R. 

C. 

D. 

Ques-991 .doe 



1 Pt(sj Which one ofthe following describes the automatic operation 1KC-122 (KC 
Surge Tank Vent Valve)‘? 

A. 1EMF-46.4 (B) in Trip I alarm will cause the vent to close; when 
the alarm clears the valve will awtQmatically re-open (the 
“OPEN” position seals in). 

1EMF4QA (B) in Trip 2 alarm will cause the vent to close; when 
the alarm clears the valve will automatically re-open (the 
“OPEN” position seals in). 

1EMF-46.4 (B) in Trip I alarm will cause the vent to close and 
the “CLOSE” positions seals in; the valve must he locally re- 
opened. 

IEMF-46A (B) in Trip 2 alarm will cause the vent to close and 
the “C1,OSE” positions seals in; the valve must be locally re- 
opened. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ - - - - - - -  



I Pt(s) Which one of the following describes the power supply alignment during a 
BLACKOUT or SAFETY INJECTION for the following containment 
cooling fans? 

A. On a BLACKOUT the VU Fans (on the affected bus) start, on a 
SAFETY INJECTION the VU Fans (on the affected bus) are 
shunt tripped OFF. 

On a BLACKOUT the VL Fans (on the affected bus) are shunt 
tripped OFF, on a SAFETY INJECTION the VL Pans (on the 
affected bus) start and run in low speed. 

On a BLACKOUT the VR Fans (on the affected bus) swap to 
EMERGENCY power, on a SAFETY INJECTION the VR Fans 
(on the affected bus) are shunt tripped OFF. 

On a BLACKOUT the RA Fans (on the affected bus) are shunt 
tripped OFF, on a SAFETY INJECTION the RA Pans (on the 
affected bus) start. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

_____s___________~__~~-~-=---~-~~--.---------------------~-~~-~-----~~~~~-------~-~~-~----- 



1 R(S) During the delivery of chlorine gas cylinders on site a cylinder fell from the 
truck and rupturcd. A1i control room VC: intakes closed except 1VC-9A and 
IVC-1 IB which were niechanically bound and failed to close completely. 
Chlorine gas has entered the control room. AP/l/A/5500/17 (Loss oj' 
Control Room) has been implemented on both Units. 

As SRO, which one of the following describes your instructions (per 
AP/ l7)? 

A. Direct one RO to the reactor trip breakers and immediately trip 
the reactor. Direct one operator to the front standard of the 
main turbine and standby. 

Direct one HO to the reactor trip breakers and standby. Direct 
one operator to the front standard of the main turbine and 
immediately trip the turbine. 

Direct one RO to the reactor trip breakers and immediately trip 
the reactor. Direct one operator to the front standard of the 
main turbine and imiediately trip the turbine. 

Direct one RO to the reactor trip breakers and standby. Direct 
one operator to the front standard of the niain tnrbine and 
standby. 

B. 

C. 

D. 



1 R(s) Iriiit 2 is operating at 100% power with all rods out. Given the following 
events and conditions: 

* 
* 

Control Rod “-8’ drops into the core. 
A?/2/A/5500/14 (Rod Control M(rlfunctiotl), Enclosure 1 (Response to 
Dropped Rod) has being implemented. 
Control Rod “-8’ has been pulled 150 steps off the bottom of the core. 
Rod ‘K-14’ drops into the core. 

Which one of the following statements correctly describes the operator’s 
response to this event? 

A. 

R. 

C. 

D. 

Continue withdrawal of rod “-8’. 

_- GO TO AP/1/A/SS’QO/38 (Emergency Buration) 

Return to Step one (I) of AP/1/A/5500/14. 

Trip the reactor and GO TO E-0 (Reactor Tn’pSufety hjecriorm) 
______________s__s__--~~~~~~~~-~~-~-----~~-~--~-----------------------------~~~~~-~~” 



1 Pt(s) Unit 1 has experienced a SO% runback due to the loss of Busline 1A. 
AP/l/A/5500/03 r m d  Rejection has been implemented md the Immediate 
Actions have been completed. Rased on the indicated Power h4isniatch 
(PMM) and Temperature Mismatch (TMM), which one of the. following 
correctly describes rod movement? 

A. PMM = 0, TMM = +4. 
Rods OUT at 40 steps per minute 

Rods IN at 40 steps per minute 
PMM = +3, Th4b.I = +3. 
Rods OUT at 72 steps per minute 
PMM = +15, TMM = +1.5. 
Rods IN at 8 steps per minute 

R. PMM = -4, TMM = 0. 

C. 

D. 



1 Pt(s) During the process of implementing a Temporary Modification (TM) 
affected drawings are notated to refer the Operators to the appropriate TM 
package. 

Which one of the following describes the process for notating a Temporarily 
Modified on the drawing in the control room? 

A. Flow diagrams and electrical one line drawings MUST always 
he red-marked to reflect the temporary modification. 

Flow diagrams and electrical one line drawings should NOT he 
red-marked to reflect the temporary modification. 

Plow diagrams MUST be red-marked to reflect the temporary 
modificationt electrical one line dranings should NOT be red 
marked to reflect the temporary modification. 

Flow diagrams should NOT he sed-marked to reflect the 
temporary modification, electrical one line drawings MUST be 
red marked to reflect the temporary modification. 

B. 

C. 

D. 



1 Pt(S) Which one of the following would require thc use of an K&K for managing 
configuration control? 

A. Troubleshooting activities and needed to meet the intent ofa 
procedure and is within the original system design. 

Long tern system alignments and needed to meet the intent of a 
procedure and is within the original system design 

An alternate component or alignment which it NOT within the 
original design and intent of the system is desired. 

The use of an alternate component or alignment is needed to 
meet the intent of a procedure and is within the original system 
design. 

B. 

C. 

D. 



I Pt(s) Which one of the following must the Control Room SRO ensure prior to 
authorizing a 1,iyuid Waste Release from the Waster Monitor Tank (WMT)? 

A. 

B. 
C. 

A source check haq been performed on EMF-44. 

The required number of RC pumps is in operation. 

The “Recommended Release Rate“ is equal to the “Allowable 
Release Rate”. 

The “Expected CPM of EMF 44” and the ‘‘EMF 44 Trip 1 
Setpoint” are less than the “EMF 44 Trip 2 Setpoint” 

D. 


